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Los Angeles Department of City Planning
RECOMMENDATION REPORT
CULTURAL HERITAGE COMMISSION

CASE NO.: CHC-2019-3869-HCM
ENV-2019-3870-CE

HEARING DATE:
TIME:
PLACE:

Location: 1041 Westwood Boulevard
Council District: 5 - Koretz
Community Plan Area: Westwood
Area Planning Commission: West Los Angeles
Neighborhood Council: North Westwood
Legal Description: TR 10600, Block 5, Lot 2

September 19, 2019
10:00 AM
City Hall, Room 1010
200 N. Spring Street
Los Angeles, CA 90012

EXPIRATION DATE: October 1, 2019
PROJECT:

Historic-Cultural Monument Application for the
KELLY MUSIC BUILDING

REQUEST:

Declare the property a Historic-Cultural Monument

OWNER:

Westwood River LLC
PO Box 25662
Los Angeles, CA 90025

Ihsan Nizam Et. al.
1220 Olympic Boulevard
Santa Monica, CA 90404

Jamil E. Nizam
Master Electronics
1301 Olympic Boulevard
Santa Monica, CA 90404
APPLICANT:

Los Angeles Conservancy
523 West Sixth Street, Suite 826
Los Angeles, CA 90014

PREPARER:

Heather Goers, John LoCascio, Christine Lazzaretto
Historic Resources Group
12 South Fair Oaks Avenue
Pasadena, CA 91105

RECOMMENDATION

That the Cultural Heritage Commission:

1. Declare the subject property a Historic-Cultural Monument per Los Angeles
Administrative Code Chapter 9, Division 22, Article 1, Section 22.171.7.
2. Adopt the staff report and findings.
VINCENT P. BERTONI, AICP
Director of Planning
[SIGNED ORIGINAL IN FILE]

[SIGNED ORIGINAL IN FILE]

Ken Bernstein, AICP, Manager
Office of Historic Resources

Lambert M. Giessinger, Preservation Architect
Office of Historic Resources

[SIGNED ORIGINAL IN FILE]
Melissa Jones, City Planning Associate
Office of Historic Resources
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FINDINGS
•

The Kelly Music Building “exemplifies significant contributions to the broad cultural,
economic or social history of the nation, state, city or community” for its association with
the early development of Westwood Village by the Janss Corporation.

•

The Kelly Music Building “embodies the distinctive characteristics of a style, type, period,
or method of construction, [and] represents a notable work of a master designer, builder,
or architect whose individual genius influenced his or her age” as an excellent example
of the Mediterranean Revival architectural style and an early commercial work by master
architect Paul Revere Williams.

CRITERIA
The criterion is the Cultural Heritage Ordinance which defines a historical or cultural monument
as any site (including significant trees or other plant life located thereon), building or structure of
particular historic or cultural significance to the City of Los Angeles if it meets at least one of the
following criteria:
1. Is identified with important events of national, state, or local history, or exemplifies
significant contributions to the broad cultural, economic or social history of the nation,
state, city or community;
2. Is associated with the lives of historic personages important to national, state, city, or
local history; or
3. Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a style, type, period, or method of
construction; or represents a notable work of a master designer, builder, or architect
whose individual genius influenced his or her age.

SUMMARY
The Kelly Music Building is a two-story commercial building located on the west side of
Westwood Boulevard between Weyburn Avenue and Kinross Avenue in the Westwood Village
neighborhood of Los Angeles. Completed in 1930, the building was designed in the
Mediterranean Revival architectural style by master architect Paul R. Williams for proprietor
John T. Kelly. The Kelly Music Building was part of the initial development phase of Westwood
Village, which officially opened in 1929.
Westwood Village was developed in the late 1920’s by the Janss Investment Corporation as a
commercial center for the newly-established University of California, Los Angeles campus. The
product of advanced planning and ongoing design control, Westwood Village featured a diverse
mix of businesses which could serve the wide variety of customers in the area, including both
students and homeowners. Janss planned to construct grocery and drug stores as well as
branches of downtown department and specialty stores. Although Westwood Village opened on
the eve of the stock market crash of 1929, its development remained largely unaffected by the
ensuing economic downfall. Within five months of opening, Westwood Village had grown to
include more than fifty businesses, with at times as many as nine stores opening per week. As
development progressed, Janss continued to emphasize the principles of planning and
incremental growth which had characterized the initial design of the Village. The Janss
Investment Company continued to retain control of the development of Westwood Village until
the mid-1950s.
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Rectangular in plan, the subject property is of brick construction with a flat roof with a parapet
and smooth cement plaster that is scored at the first story to imitate ashlar masonry. The
primary, east-facing elevation is capped by a shed roof with open overhanging eaves and clay
tiles. There is a plastered chimney at each end of the shed roof. The east elevation is
symmetrically composed of five bays at the ground floor and four bays at the second. The
ground floor has a recessed arcade of five arches with archivolts and coffered intrados,
supported on square piers with dosserets and composite half-columns. A continuous foliated
frieze divides the first and second stories. The second story has a continuous cantilevered
balconet with a metal balustrade and scalloped metal fascia. Fenestration includes multi-lite
wood casement windows that resemble French doors and fixed transom lites and sidelites. The
north and south elevations abut the neighboring buildings, and the west elevation fronts a rear
service alley. Interior features include marble floors, exposed brick masonry, a curving marble
staircase, paneled wood wainscoting, corbeled beams, and coffered ceilings.
Paul Revere Williams was born in Los Angeles in 1894. He studied at the Polytechnic High
School, then Los Angeles School of Art and Design, and the University of Southern California.
Williams received his architectural license in 1921, making him the only licensed AfricanAmerican architect west of the Mississippi. He worked for several noted, local architects from
1914-1924. In the early 1920s, he won national awards for his small house designs, and in
1957, Williams was inducted as the AIA’s first African-American fellow. He became well known
for his modern interpretations of the period revival styles that were popular at the time. Williams
had a prolific architectural career, spanning from about 1915 until his retirement in 1974, during
which time he designed many large estates throughout Los Angeles. Currently, there are 17
Historic-Cultural Monuments that were designed in whole or in part by Williams that include Villa
Manola (1923, HCM #1084), 28th St YMCA (1926, HCM #851), Second Baptist Church (1926,
HCM #200), Blackburn Residence (1927, HCM #913), Sunset Plaza (1934, HCM #233),
Angelus Funeral Home (1934, HCM #774), Oakridge Estate (1937, HCM #484), Golden State
Mutual Life (1949, HCM #1000), Paul R. Williams Residence (1952, HCM #170), and the Airport
Theme Building (1961, HCM #570).
Based on permit records and photographic documentation, the subject property appears to have
undergone minor alterations over the years that include the covering of the flat roof in 1943; the
addition of interior partitions in 1958; a correction to the parapet and construction of awnings in
1960; interior remodels in 1967 and 1970; seismic work in 1983; and the removal of scrolled
metal knee braces from the balconet, removal of painted wood shutters from the second story
windows, and infill of most of the window openings on the rear, east-facing façade, all at
unknown dates. Other alterations observed at the site inspection include the modification of one
of the storefronts to install a door, and the removal of the original display cases from the
storefront.
SurveyLA, the citywide historic resources survey, identified the subject property as individually
eligible for listing under the national, state, and local designation programs as an excellent
example of early commercial development in Westwood Village, for its association with the
original development of Westwood by the Janss Corporation, and as an excellent example of
Mediterranean Revival commercial architecture in Westwood Village.

DISCUSSION
The Kelly Music Building meets two of the Historic-Cultural Monument criteria.
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The subject property, “exemplifies significant contributions to the broad cultural, economic or
social history of the nation, state, city or community” for its association with the early
development of Westwood Village by the Janss Corporation. Although development of the tract
started in 1922, it was not until December 1927 that the Janss Investment Corporation
announced the development of a planned commercial district, Westwood Village, and it
launched two years later. To ensure that the identity of Westwood Village remained a cohesive,
unified complex, the Janss company implemented design guidelines for building exteriors that
extended to a loosely defined range of Mediterranean styles. These styles complemented the
Italian and Romanesque architecture of the adjacent university campus. Constructed in 1930,
the subject property represents the end of the first wave of development in Westwood Village, at
which time the Janss Corporation shifted their focus from the sale of property to the
development of land.
The Kelly Music Building also “embodies the distinctive characteristics of a style, type, period, or
method of construction” as an excellent example of a commercial building in the Mediterranean
Revival architectural style. The building’s arched entrance doorways, arcade, balcony, and
decorative metal grille work are all reflective of the style. Other distinguishing features include
the foliated frieze separating the first and second floors, divided-lite, wood-sash casement
windows, and the scored and smooth cement plaster cladding on the primary façade.
Furthermore, the subject property “represents a notable work of a master designer, builder, or
architect whose individual genius influenced his or her age” as an early commercial work by
master architect Paul Revere Williams. While Williams is best known for his residential
commissions in upscale Southern California neighborhoods such as Beverly Hills, Holmby Hills,
and Bel Air, the subject property represents one of his earliest forays into commercial design
and is the only example of his work in Westwood Village. The Kelly Music Building is also a
relatively rare and a highly intact example of Williams’ commercial work dating from an early
period of his professional development.
Despite some minor exterior alterations, the subject property appears to be greatly intact and
retain a high level of integrity of location, materials, design, setting, workmanship, feeling, and
association to convey its significance.

CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT (“CEQA”) FINDINGS
State of California CEQA Guidelines, Article 19, Section 15308, Class 8 “consists of actions
taken by regulatory agencies, as authorized by state or local ordinance, to assure the
maintenance, restoration, enhancement, or protection of the environment where the regulatory
process involves procedures for protection of the environment.”
State of California CEQA Guidelines Article 19, Section 15331, Class 31 “consists of projects
limited to maintenance, repair, stabilization, rehabilitation, restoration, preservation,
conservation or reconstruction of historical resources in a manner consistent with the Secretary
of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties with Guidelines for
Preserving, Rehabilitating, Restoring, and Reconstructing Historic buildings.”
The designation of the Kelly Music Building as an Historic-Cultural Monument in accordance
with Chapter 9, Article 1, of The City of Los Angeles Administrative Code (“LAAC”) will ensure
that future construction activities involving the subject property are regulated in accordance with
Section 22.171.14 of the LAAC. The purpose of the designation is to prevent significant impacts
to a Historic-Cultural Monument through the application of the standards set forth in the LAAC.
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Without the regulation imposed by way of the pending designation, the historic significance and
integrity of the subject property could be lost through incompatible alterations and new
construction and the demolition of an irreplaceable historic site/open space. The Secretary of
the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation are expressly incorporated into the LAAC and provide
standards concerning the historically appropriate construction activities which will ensure the
continued preservation of the subject property.
The City of Los Angeles has determined based on the whole of the administrative record, that
substantial evidence supports that the Project is exempt from CEQA pursuant to CEQA
Guidelines Section Article 19, Section 15308, Class 8 and Class 31, and none of the exceptions
to a categorical exemption pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15300.2 applies. The project
was found to be exempt based on the following:
The use of Categorical Exemption Class 8 in connection with the proposed
designation is consistent with the goals of maintaining, restoring, enhancing, and
protecting the environment through the imposition of regulations designed to
prevent the degradation of Historic-Cultural Monuments.
The use of Categorical Exemption Class 31 in connection with the proposed
designation is consistent with the goals relating to the preservation, rehabilitation,
restoration and reconstruction of historic buildings and sites in a manner
consistent with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of
Historic Properties.
Categorical Exemption ENV-2019-3870-CE was prepared on August 30, 2019.

BACKGROUND
On July 18, 2019, the Cultural Heritage Commission voted to take the property under
consideration. On August 22, 2019, a subcommittee of the Commission consisting of
Commissioners Barron and Kanner visited the property, accompanied by staff from the Office of
Historic Resources. At this time, the Commission viewed only the exterior of the building as the
property owner did not provide access to the interior.
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(PRC Section 21152; CEQA Guidelines Section 15062)
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Los Angeles Department of City Planning
RECOMMENDATION REPORT
CULTURAL HERITAGE COMMISSION

CASE NO.: CHC-2019-3869-HCM
ENV-2019-3870-CE

HEARING DATE:
TIME:
PLACE:

Location: 1041 Westwood Boulevard
Council District: 5 - Koretz
Community Plan Area: Westwood
Area Planning Commission: West Los Angeles
Neighborhood Council: North Westwood
Legal Description: TR 10600, Block 5, Lot 2

July 18, 2019
10:00 AM
City Hall, Room 1010
200 N. Spring Street
Los Angeles, CA 90012

PROJECT:

Historic-Cultural Monument Application for the
KELLY MUSIC BUILDING

REQUEST:

Declare the property an Historic-Cultural Monument

OWNERS:

Westwood River LLC
PO Box 25662
Los Angeles, CA 90025

Ihsan Nizam Et al.
1220 Olympic Boulevard
Santa Monica, CA 90404

Jamil E. Nizam
Master Electronics
1301 Olympic Boulevard
Santa Monica, CA 90404
APPLICANT:

Los Angeles Conservancy
523 West Sixth Street, Suite 826
Los Angeles, CA 90014

PREPARERS:

Heather Goers, John LoCascio, Christine Lazzaretto
Historic Resources Group
12 South Fair Oaks Avenue
Pasadena, CA 91105

RECOMMENDATION

That the Cultural Heritage Commission:

1. Take the property under consideration as an Historic-Cultural Monument per Los
Angeles Administrative Code Chapter 9, Division 22, Article 1, Section 22.171.10
because the application and accompanying photo documentation suggest the submittal
warrants further investigation.
2. Adopt the report findings.
VINCENT P. BERTONI, AICP
Director of PlanningN1907
[SIGNED ORIGINAL IN FILE]

[SIGNED ORIGINAL IN FILE]

Ken Bernstein, AICP, Manager
Office of Historic Resources

Lambert M. Giessinger, Preservation Architect
Office of Historic Resources

[SIGNED ORIGINAL IN FILE]
Melissa Jones, City Planning Associate
Office of Historic Resources

Attachment:

Historic-Cultural Monument Application
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SUMMARY
The Kelly Music Building is a two-story commercial building located on the west side of
Westwood Boulevard between Weyburn Avenue and Kinross Avenue in the Westwood Village
neighborhood of Los Angeles. Completed in 1930, the building was designed in the
Mediterranean Revival architectural style by master architect Paul R. Williams for proprietor
John T. Kelly. The Kelly Music Building was part of the initial development phase of Westwood
Village, which officially opened in 1929.
Westwood Village was developed in the late 1920’s by the Janss Investment Corporation as a
commercial center for the newly-established University of California, Los Angeles campus. The
product of advanced planning and ongoing design control, Westwood Village featured a diverse
mix of businesses which could serve the wide variety of customers in the area, including both
students and homeowners. Janss planned to construct grocery and drug stores as well as
branches of downtown department and specialty stores. Although Westwood Village opened on
the eve of the stock market crash of 1929, its development remained largely unaffected by the
ensuing economic downfall. Within five months of opening, Westwood Village had grown to
include more than fifty businesses, with at times as many as nine stores opening per week. As
development progressed, Janss continued to emphasize the principles of planning and
incremental growth which had characterized the initial design of the Village. The Janss
Investment Company continued to retain control of the development of Westwood Village until
the mid-1950s.
Rectangular in plan, the subject property is of brick construction with a flat roof with a parapet
and smooth cement plaster that is scored at the first story to imitate ashlar masonry. The
primary, east-facing elevation is capped by a shed roof with open overhanging eaves and clay
tiles. There is a plastered chimney at each end of the shed roof. The east elevation is
symmetrically composed of five bays at the ground floor and four bays at the second. The
ground floor has a recessed arcade of five arches with archivolts and coffered intrados,
supported on square piers with dosserets and Composite half-columns. A continuous foliated
frieze divides the first and second stories. The second story has a continuous cantilevered
balconet with a metal balustrade and scalloped metal fascia. Fenestration includes multi-lite
wood casement windows that resemble French doors and fixed transom lites and sidelites. The
north and south elevations abut the neighboring buildings, and the west elevation fronts a rear
service alley. Interior features include marble floors, exposed brick masonry, a curving marble
staircase, paneled wood wainscoting, corbeled beams, and coffered ceilings.
Paul Revere Williams was born in Los Angeles in 1894. He studied at the Polytechnic High
School, then Los Angeles School of Art and Design, and the University of Southern California.
Williams received his architectural license in 1921, making him the only licensed AfricanAmerican architect west of the Mississippi. He worked for several noted, local architects from
1914-1924. In the early 1920s, he won national awards for his small house designs, and in
1957, Williams was inducted as the AIA’s first African-American fellow. He became well known
for his modern interpretations of the period revival styles that were popular at the time. Williams
had a prolific architectural career, spanning from about 1915 until his retirement in 1974, during
which time he designed many large estates throughout Los Angeles. Currently, there are 17
Historic-Cultural Monuments that were designed in whole or in part by Williams that include Villa
Manola (1923, HCM #1084), 28th St YMCA (1926, HCM #851), Second Baptist Church (1926,
HCM #200), Blackburn Residence (1927, HCM #913), Sunset Plaza (1934, HCM #233),
Angelus Funeral Home (1934, HCM #774), Oakridge Estate (1937, HCM #484), Golden State
Mutual Life (1949, HCM #1000), Paul R. Williams Residence (1952, HCM #170), and the Airport
Theme Building (1961, HCM #570).
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The subject property appears to have undergone minor alterations over the years that include
the covering of the flat roof in 1943; the addition of interior partitions in 1958; a correction to the
parapet and construction of awnings in 1960; interior remodels in 1967 and 1970; seismic work
in 1983; and the removal of scrolled metal knee braces from the balconet, removal of painted
wood shutters from the second story windows, and infill of most of the window openings on the
rear, east-facing façade, all at unknown dates.
SurveyLA, the citywide historic resources survey, identified the subject property as individually
eligible for listing under the national, state, and local designation programs as an excellent
example of early commercial development in Westwood Village and for its association with the
original development of Westwood by the Janss Corporation.
CRITERIA
The criterion is the Cultural Heritage Ordinance which defines a historical or cultural monument
as any site (including significant trees or other plant life located thereon), building or structure of
particular historic or cultural significance to the City of Los Angeles if it meets at least one of the
following criteria:
1. Is identified with important events of national, state, or local history, or exemplifies
significant contributions to the broad cultural, economic or social history of the nation,
state, city or community;
2. Is associated with the lives of historic personages important to national, state, city, or
local history; or
3. Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a style, type, period, or method of
construction; or represents a notable work of a master designer, builder, or architect
whose individual genius influenced his or her age.

FINDINGS
Based on the facts set forth in the summary and application, the Commission determines that
the application is complete and that the property may be significant enough to warrant further
investigation as a potential Historic-Cultural Monument.
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NOMINATION FORM
1. PROPERTY IDENTIFICATION
Proposed Monument Name:
Other Associated Names:
Street Address:

Kelly Music Building

Original historic name

Alice's Restaurant; Tanino's Ristorante

1043 Westwood Boulevard

Range of Addresses on Property:
Assessor Parcel Number:

Zip:

1041-1043 Westwood Boulevard

4363018015

Proposed Monument
Property Type:

Tract: TR

Building

Community Name:

10600

Structure

Council District:

90024

Block:

Westwood
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Site/Open Space

Object

Lot:

2
Natural
Feature

2. CONSTRUCTION HISTORY & CURRENT STATUS
Factual

Year built: 1929-1930

E

Threatened? Private Development

Architect/Designer: Paul R. Williams

Contractor:

Original Use: Commercial

Present Use: Commercial

Is the Proposed Monument on its Original Site?

Yes

Un

3. STYLE & MATERIALS
Architectural Style: Mediterranean Revival

CONSTRUCTION Type:

ROOF

WINDOWS

2

PRIMARY

FEATURE

CLADDING

Stories:

Brick

Select

Material: Stucco, smooth

Material: Select

Type:

Type:

Shed

Select

Material: Clay tile, rounded

Material: Select

Type:

Type:

Casement

Select

Material: Wood

Material:

ENTRY

Style: Recessed

Style:

Select

DOOR

Type:

Type:

Select

Double

Plan Shape: Rectangular

SECONDARY
Type:

Select
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6. APPLICABLE HISTORIC-CULTURAL MONUMENT CRITERIA

✔

1. Is identified with important events of national, state, or local history, or exemplifies significant contributions to the
broad cultural, economic or social history of the nation, state, city or community.
2.

✔

associated

the lives of historic personages important to national, state, city, or local history.

3.
distinctive characteristics of a style, type, period, or method of construction; or represents a notable
work of a master designer, builder, or architect whose individual genius influenced his or her age.
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HISTORIC-CULTURAL MONUMENT
NOMINATION FORM
7. WRITTEN STATEMENTS

a

-
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8. CONTACT INFORMATION
Applicant
Name:

Los Angeles Conservancy

Street Address:

523 W. 6th Street #826

Zip: 90014

Company:
City: Los Angeles

Phone Number: 213-623-2489

State: CA

Email: afine@aconservancy.org

es
Name:

Street Address:
Zip: 90404

Name:

Company:

Mr. Jamil E. Nizam

1301 Olympic Boulevard

Heather Goers, John LoCascio, Christine Lazzaretto

Street Address:
Zip: 91105

12 S. Fair Oaks Avenue
Phone Number: 626-793-2400 x112

Master Electronics

City: Santa Monica

Phone Number: (310) 452-8515

o

No

State: CA

Email:

Company:

Historic Resources Group

City: Pasadena

State: CA

Email: christine@historicresourcesgroup.com
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4. ALTERATION HISTORY

Date

Permit
No.

Owner

1929-Sept-16

23732

The Kelly Music
Co.

Paul R. Williams

Erect new two-story commercial building for 2
stores with 11 rooms. Building is 40’ x 85’ on
40’ x 100’ lot. Exterior walls: Brick; interior
construction: frame; flooring: frame; roof
material: composition

1929-Oct-8

25996

The Kelly Music
Co.

Paul R. Williams

Re-design footings – revised to meet soil
conditions.

1943-Aug-19

10927

J. T. Kelly Jr.

Woodworth &
Turk (contractor)

Cover flat roof

1958-May-9

00244

Bertha Kelly

Morton Newman
(engineer); Paul
M. Polishuk

Interior Partition – block 3rd floor & stairway

1960-Aug-1

66700

Mrs. John T.
Kelly Jr.

E. W. McCoy Inc.
(Contractor)

Parapet correction adjacent to Westwood Blvd.
and exitways

1960-Aug-8

673357

Albertos

A. Hoegee &
Sons (Contractor)

22 ft awning – use two sections

1967-Sept-8

52732

Pink Derby

Barry L. Baron
(engineer); Inter
City Signs
(contractor)

8 x 24 single face 3 – 3x4 df revolv. 5 x 5 df
wall

1967-Sept-10

69482

Image Bldrs.,
Inc.

Jack Sevilla

Remodel interior for ice cream parlor (new
use)

1970-Jul-9

82032

Bertha Kelly

Not listed

Interior remodel for $5000; new use:
restaurant

1970-Oct-13

17388

Alice’s
restaurant
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& Assoc
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Shreenan &
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Earthquake hazard reduction, full compliance
with L. A. City Code Div. 68 (Class II)

1984-Jul-3

91313

Bertha Kelly

Richard
Shiotsugu
(engineer)

Full compliance per Div. 68 and reclassification
to Class III by x-walls
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7. WRITTEN STATEMENTS A & B

A. Proposed Monument Description

The Kelly Music Building is located on the west side of Westwood Boulevard, between
Weyburn Avenue and Kinross Avenue, in the Westwood Village neighborhood of Los
Angeles. The property is bounded on the east by Westwood Boulevard, on the west by a
service alley, and on the north and south by adjacent commercial buildings. The building is set
flush to the property lines on the north, east, and south. It is designed in the Mediterranean
Revival style and is two stories in height, plus mezzanine. It is of brick masonry construction
with a rectangular plan and a flat roof with parapet, concealed on the primary façade by a
shed roof with open overhanging eaves, shaped rafter tails, and clay barrel tile roofing. There is
a plastered exterior chimney at each end of the shed roof. The primary (east) façade is
symmetrically composed with five bays at the ground floor and four bays at the second. It is
finished in smooth cement plaster, scored at the first story to imitate ashlar masonry. The first
story has a recessed arcade of five arches with archivolts and coffered intrados, supported on
square piers with dosserets and Composite half-columns. Two flat panels with panel moldings
above the arcade provide space for signage. The interior wall of the arcade has three large
rectangular windows with transom lights, and two pairs of glazed wood doors with sidelights,
two transom lights, and decorative metal surrounds and grilles. A continuous foliated frieze
divides the first and second stories. The second story has a continuous cantilevered balconet
with a metal balustrade and scalloped metal fascia. Four sets of recessed, divided light, wood
sash casement windows, resembling French doors, open onto the balcony. Above them,
double stringcourses create a wide frieze under the eaves.
The rear (west) façade is utilitarian in nature and has a balanced, though not strictly
symmetrical, composition. It is three stories in height and is of exposed brick masonry
construction with continuous concrete lintels at the second and third story windows. Most of
the window openings have been filled with concrete masonry units and are covered with
louvered wood shutters. The three central windows on the second and third floors open to a
metal fire escape.
The ground floor is occupied by two, two-story commercial spaces that open from the arcade
and are joined by a tall, round arch cased in wood. The southern space has a tessellated
marble floor, walls of scored plaster and exposed brick masonry, a groin-vaulted arcade
supported on cast stone Composite columns, corbeled beams, and an elaborate ceiling with
floriated panels and a modillion cornice. A paneled wood bar occupies the arcade. A curving
marble staircase with an ornate metal railing leads to the mezzanine at the rear. There is a
fireplace with a decorative wood mantel and overmantel on the south wall. The northern
space has a tessellated marble floor, paneled wood wainscoting, large mirrors framed in fluted
wood pilasters, scored plaster walls, and a coffered and stenciled ceiling with a modillion
cornice. Both spaces have large decorative metal chandeliers.
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Alterations
There have been some minor alterations to the exterior of the Kelly Music Building. The first
story glazing has been replaced, and a bay display window in the arcade, visible in archival
photographs, has been removed. Scrolled metal knee braces have been removed from the
balconet. Painted wood shutters have been removed from the second story windows, and the
decorative painted frieze under the eaves has been overpainted. Decorative metal cresting
above the two main entrance doors and pendant light fixtures in the front arcade, visible in
historic photos, have been removed. Most of the window openings on the rear (east) façade
have been filled with concrete masonry units.
There have been interior alterations over time to accommodate changing tenants. The interior
finish has been removed from the south wall, leaving exposed the brick masonry construction.
A paneled wood bar has been added in the interior arcade, and booth seating has been added
in the north commercial space. A wood mantel and overmantel have been added to the
fireplace. The mezzanine appears to have been altered to accommodate restaurant dining
space.
A summary of select building permits detailing significant alterations is included above in
Section 4.
Character-Defining Features
The Kelly Music Building retains significant exterior and interior character-defining features
that reflect its original Mediterranean Revival design by architect Paul Revere Williams, and its
association with the early development of Westwood Village.
Extant exterior character-defining features include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rectangular plan and simple massing
Two-story-plus-mezzanine height
Flat roof with parapet
Shed roof with open overhanging eaves, shaped rafter tails, clay barrel tile roofing, and
plastered chimneys
Symmetrical composition (primary façade) with five bays at the ground floor and four
bays at the second
Scored and smooth cement plaster veneer on primary (east) façade
Recessed arcade of five arches with archivolts and coffered intrados, supported on
square piers with dosserets and Composite half-columns
Two flat panels with panel moldings
Two pairs of glazed wood doors with sidelights, two transom lights, and decorative
metal surrounds and grilles
Continuous foliated frieze dividing the first and second stories
Continuous cantilevered balconet with a metal balustrade and scalloped metal fascia
Four recessed, divided-light, wood-sash French casement windows
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•

Double stringcourses forming a wide frieze under the eaves

Extant interior character-defining features include, but may not be limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Configuration and spatial relationship of two, two-story commercial spaces with
connecting round arch cased in wood
Tessellated marble floors
Scored plaster walls
Paneled wood wainscoting
Groin-vaulted arcade supported on cast stone Composite columns
Corbeled beams
Floriated panel ceiling with modillion cornice
Coffered and stenciled ceiling with modillion cornice
Curving marble staircase with ornate metal railing
Fireplace (mantel is not character-defining)
Decorative metal chandeliers

Integrity
Historic integrity is the ability of a property to convey its significance and is defined as the
“authenticity of a property’s historic identity, evidenced by the survival of physical
characteristics that existed during the property’s prehistoric or historic period.” 1 The National
Park Service defines seven aspects of integrity for historic resources. These are location, design,
setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association. The integrity of the subject property is
evaluated below based on these seven aspects.
The Kelly Music Building has undergone some minor alterations since initial construction was
completed in 1930. However, despite these changes, a majority of the building’s exterior and
interior character-defining features remain intact and the property continues to reflect its
original design by Paul Revere Williams and its association with the early development of
Westwood Village.
•

•

1

Location: The subject property remains in its original location at 1041-1043
Westwood Boulevard in Westwood. Therefore, the property retains integrity of
location.
Design: The subject property retains a majority of the character-defining features of its
original Mediterranean Revival design. These include but are not limited to its
rectangular plan and simple massing; shed roof with open overhanging eaves, shaped
rafter tails, clay barrel tile roofing, and plastered chimneys; symmetrical composition
(primary façade) with five bays at the ground floor and four bays at the second; scored
and smooth cement plaster veneer on primary (east) façade; recessed arcade;

National Register Bulletin 16A: How to Complete the National Register Registration Form (Washington D.C.: National Park

Service) 1997, 4.
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•

•

•

•

•

continuous foliated frieze; cantilevered balconet; recessed, divided-light, wood-sash
French casement windows; double stringcourses; tessellated marble flooring; scored
plaster interior walls; paneled and coffered ceilings; groin-vaulted interior arcade; and
decorative metal chandeliers. Despite some alterations, a majority of the essential
physical features reflecting the original design remain intact. Therefore, the property
retains integrity of design.
Setting: Although some infill construction has been added over the years, the majority
of the original Westwood Village buildings remain intact. Thus, the property retains
integrity of setting.
Materials: The building retains a majority of its original materials including clay tile
roofing, exposed wood rafter tails, exterior cement plaster walls, cast stone columns,
tessellated marble flooring, paneled wood wainscoting, and decorative metal
chandeliers. Therefore, the property retains integrity of materials.
Workmanship: As noted above in Design and Materials, the building retains the
physical evidence of Mediterranean Revival architecture in 1920s Los Angeles.
Therefore, the building retains integrity of workmanship.
Feeling: The property retains integrity of location, design, setting, materials and
workmanship, and thus continues to express the aesthetic sense of 1920s
Mediterranean Revival commercial architecture, and the historic sense of early
Westwood Village. Therefore, the building retains integrity of feeling.
Association: The building retains integrity of location, design, setting, materials,
workmanship, and feeling, and thus continues to express its direct link to the early
development of Westwood Village. Therefore, the property retains integrity of
association.
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B. Statement of Significance

The Kelly Music Building at 1041-1043 Westwood Boulevard meets the following criteria for
designation as a Historic-Cultural Monument:
1. Is identified with important events of national, state, or local history, ore exemplifies

significant contributions to the broad cultural, economic or social history of the nation,
state, city or community;
Commissioned by proprietor John T. Kelly, the Kelly Music Building is significant for
its association with the early development of Westwood Village and as one of the
earliest commercial architectural commissions by master architect Paul Revere
Williams. Completed in 1930, the Kelly Music Building was part of the initial
development phase of Westwood Village, which officially opened in late 1929. The
presence of the Kelly Music Company in the Village reflected the Janss Investment
Corporation’s plan to develop a commercial district with a diverse mix of businesses
which could serve the wide variety of customers in the area, which included both
students and affluent homeowners. The period of significance for the building under
this criterion is 1930-1931; this period commences with the building’s completion and
concludes with the end of the first wave of development in Westwood Village, after
which the Janss Corporation shifted their focus from the sale of property to the
development of land.

3. Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a style, type, period, or method of

construction; or represents a notable work of a master designer, builder, or architect
whose individual genius influenced his or her age.

The Kelly Music Building was designed by master architect Paul Revere Williams.
While Williams is best known for his residential commissions in upscale Southern
California neighborhoods such as Beverly Hills, Holmby Hills, and Bel Air, the Kelly
Music commission represents one of his earliest forays into commercial design and is
the only example of his work in Westwood Village. It is an excellent example of the
Mediterranean Revival style and reflects the architectural standards developed by the
Janss Investment Corporation to define the character of Westwood Village. The period
of significance for the building under this criterion is 1930, the year the building was
completed and opened to the public.
The Kelly Music Building was identified in 2015 as part of SurveyLA under Criteria A/1/1 as
an excellent example of early commercial development in Westwood Village and for its
association with the original development of Westwood by the Janss Corporation; the building
was also identified under Criteria C/3/3 as an excellent example of Mediterranean Revival
commercial architecture in Westwood Village associated with the original development of
Westwood by the Janss Corporation, and as one of the first commercial commissions designed
by master architect Paul Revere Williams.
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Association with the Development of Westwood
Land Acquisition and Early Development

The land comprising present-day Westwood Village was first developed in the early 1800s as
part of a Mexican land grant gifted to retiring Spanish soldier Jose Maximo Alanis by Governor
Micheltorena. Alanis was farming the land as early as the 1820s but did not receive formal
title to the land, which he called the Rancho San Jose de Buenos Ayres, until 1843. 2 The
property encompassed 4,438 acres and was bordered by the foothills of the Santa Monica
Mountains to the north, the boundary of the present-day City of Beverly Hills to the east,
present-day Pico Boulevard to the south, and present-day Sepulveda Boulevard to the west.
Although Alanis eventually sold the land, it remained a working ranch through several changes
in ownership. In 1852 Benjamin D. Wilson purchased half of the ranch for the bargain price
of $662.75; growing inflation compelled Wilson to pay $16,000 for the other half of the
ranch, which he bought six years later. 3 In 1884 the ranch was purchased by John Wolfskill, a
rancher-turned-politician who purchased the property for ten dollars an acre. Three years later,
during the height of the land boom, Wolfskill sold Rancho San Jose de Buenos Ayres to the
Santa Monica Land and Water Company for one hundred dollars an acre.
In an effort to capitalize on the land boom, the Santa Monica Land and Water Company
planned to subdivide the ranch and create a townsite called Sunset, whose boundaries
included present-day Westwood Village. Eight hundred lots were platted for the town;
planned development included the construction of a railroad line, a hotel at the corner of
present-day Wilshire and Beverly Glen Boulevards, and a cemetery. Initially called the Sunset
Cemetery, the burial grounds were established in the 1880s and now comprise a portion of
the Pierce Brothers Westwood Village Memorial Park; the site stands today as the only extant
example of development from the Town of Sunset. The Town of Sunset failed when the
Santa Monica Land and Water Company went bankrupt, and in 1891 the Rancho San Jose de
Buenos Ayres was returned through foreclosure proceedings to John Wolfskill, who resumed
farming the land until his death in 1913. 4 Wolfskill sold off several smaller parcels of the ranch
in the years before his death; however, the majority of the land remained intact. Upon his
death, John Wolfskill’s ranch was the single most valuable property between Beverly Hills and
the Pacific Ocean. 5
The Wolfskill ranch remained undeveloped for several years. Wolfskill’s heirs held out against
prospective developers, believing that as high-end development pushed further westward their
ranch land became more valuable. 6 Finally, in 1919, the Wolfskill family was approached by
2
3

Marc Wanamaker, Images of America: Westwood (Charleston, SC: Arcadia Publishing, 2010), 7.
Michael Gross, Unreal Estate (New York: Broadway Books, 2011), 42. Wilson was a prolific real estate developer who
specialized in rancho land; he later went on to play an influential role in establishing the Indiana Colony, forerunner to the City of
Pasadena.
4
Wanamaker, 7.
5
Jeffrey Hyland, The Legendary Estates of Beverly Hills (New York: Rizzoli, 2008), 157.
6
Hyland, 157.
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Arthur Letts. Letts was born in 1862 in Holdenby, Northamptonshire, England. Holdenby had
been the Letts family seat for generations, and throughout his life Arthur Letts retained a deep
affection for his birthplace. The parish of Holdenby was frequently referred to familiarly as
Holmby, a name that would figure prominently in Letts’s real estate dealings as he sought to
honor his ancestral home.
As the second-eldest son, Arthur Letts knew that he would never inherit the family estate.
After working as an apprentice in a dry goods store for three years, Letts departed for Quebec
with his younger brother, Frank. With his previous retail experience, Letts found steady work
in mercantile establishments, but over time he began to believe that America offered greater
opportunities. Following a brief stint in the military, Letts decamped to Seattle after his
discharge, where he worked in another store until it burned down in the citywide fire of 1889,
“prompting him to pitch a tent nearby and open one of his own.” 7 Letts had married Florence
Philip in 1886, and the couple went on to have three children: Edna, Gladys, and Arthur, Jr.
In 1895 Arthur Letts relocated to Los Angeles, where his timing proved to be serendipitous.
The J. A. Williams dry goods store at Fourth and Broadway had just gone bankrupt, and
creditors had asked for a public auction of the store’s stock. Letts sensed an opportunity; while
at the time the Broadway was not located in the city’s main business district, he believed that
business activity would eventually expand in that direction. 8 His winning bid at the auction
netted him the store’s stock for just over half of its estimated value, and he renamed the
business the Broadway Department Store.
Letts introduced many innovations with his new retail venture, and he found almost
immediate success. The Letts family quickly joined the ranks of Los Angeles society, and both
of the Letts daughters made particularly advantageous matches: Edna married Malcolm
McNaghten, a Broadway Department Store executive, in 1912, and Gladys married Harold
Janss, a real estate developer, in 1911. Within several years, Arthur Letts began to use his
newfound wealth to dabble in real estate development. His independent access to his own
significant capital gave him the edge over consortiums of real estate developers who relied on
shareholders or outside investors. Ultimately, Letts’ wealth positioned him as uniquely qualified
to acquire the Wolfskill Ranch.
Over the six years since John Wolfskill’s death, many suitors had
approached his family, seeking to buy and subdivide what remained of
Rancho San Jose de Buenos Ayres. But the Wolfskill heirs were “difficult
to approach and hard to please,” wrote Letts’s biographer. “Besides, they

7

Gross, 120.
“Arthur M. Letts – Holmby House,” A Look Back at Vintage Los Angeles,
http://oldhomesoflosangeles.blogspot.com/2012/06/arthur-m-letts-holmby-house.html (accessed April 2014).
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wanted all cash.” In 1919, in a lightning raid, Letts secured a deal for the
land with a $500,000 certified check and a promise to pay three times
that amount on transfer of title. 9
Newspapers rejoiced in the acquisition, declaring that the “merchant prince” had provided the
missing link in the chain of development from downtown Los Angeles to the Pacific Ocean.
“The Wolfskill Ranch has long been the key to the city-to-sea development ambitions of Los
Angeles,” declared the Los Angeles Times. “Mr. Letts has never given a more convincing
demonstration of his faith in Los Angeles and its future than in the purchase of this land
domain standing between Los Angeles and its destiny. Just as he foresaw the vast growth in
population of this city and section and built a business house to meet the needs of a city of a
million, he has now looked ahead and visioned the progress of Los Angeles to the sea.” 10
Arthur Letts stated that he would immediately set about improving the tract, and made it clear
that his plans included a substantial residential development. 11 The Los Angeles Times declared
that the area was so primed for construction, the neighborhood could almost build itself.
“Because of the natural slopes the homesite subdivisions will not interfere with nor detract
from each other…Practically every acre of the land acquired by Mr. Letts is of a topographical
fitness for residential subdivision.” 12 In addition, the tract boasted two existing paved
thoroughfares, Wilshire and Santa Monica Boulevards, as well as a third proposed route,
Beverly Boulevard. The tract also claimed a Pacific Electric Railway line, an established natural
gas main, and electricity and telephone connections. The only utility that remained to be
installed was water; in that regard, the new development was seen as a solution to the
problem of “aqueduct surplus” from Owens Valley. 13
Although the Times heralded the imminent arrival of Letts’s new subdivision, development
activity did not begin until 1922. At some point in the interim, Arthur Letts transferred the
Wolfskill acreage to the Janss Investment Corporation, which was co-owned by his son-in-law,
Harold Janss.14 The transfer may have been a strategic move on Letts’s part, as “the Janss

9
Gross, 121.
10
“Momentous
11

Wolfskill Ranch Transaction,” Los Angeles Times, April 16, 1919.
“Arthur Letts Buys the Wolfskill Ranch for Two Millions Cash,” Los Angeles Times, April 15, 1919. See also “Momentous
Wolfskill Ranch Transaction,” Los Angeles Times, April 16, 1919, and “Big Deal Stirs Business Men,” Los Angeles Times, April 16,
1919.
12
“Arthur Letts Buys the Wolfskill Ranch for Two Millions Cash,” Los Angeles Times, April 15, 1919.
13
“Momentous Wolfskill Ranch Transaction,” Los Angeles Times, April 16, 1919.
14
Gross, 121. Historian Michael Gross gives the date of the transfer as 1920; although most historical accounts claim that Letts
sold all of the Wolfskill property south of Wilshire Boulevard to the Janss interests in 1922 and the remainder of the property
soon after, Gross notes that deed records indicate that Letts retained a stake in the land, while letting the Janss family oversee its
development. See also Gross, 123. A. H. Wilkins, former sales manager for Janss, later recalled that the brothers purchased the
land in parcels from Letts, starting at Pico and working north. See “Down Memory Lane in Westwood: Pioneer A. H. Wilkins
Recalls Dynamic History of ‘Village’,” West Los Angeles Citizen, January 10, 1963.
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company had been in the subdivision business in and around L.A. for two decades and had
experience Letts lacked,” notes Michael Gross. 15
The Janss Investment Company

The Janss Investment Company was originally founded by Peter Janss, a Danish-born doctor
who settled in Los Angeles with his family in 1893. Within several years, Peter Janss had
begun to invest in real estate, focusing on the sale and subdivision of land. 16 He was soon
joined by his brother, Herman Janss, who became a specialist in farmland, a move which
allowed the business to expand. 17 The family operated under several business entities,
including the Janss Company, the Janss Investment Corporation, and the Janss Investment
Corporation. 18 In 1906, Peter Janss asked his son, Edwin – also a doctor – to move to Los
Angeles and join the family business. Edwin’s success in guiding the company through the
economic troubles that resulted from the Panic of 1907 convinced him to give up medicine
for business. 19 Edwin’s younger brother, Harold, soon quit college to join the family business.
By 1911, the company recorded revenues of $1.5 million dollars. 20 Over time, the firm
became perhaps the largest developer of residential real estate in southern California, platting
nearly 100,000 acres by 1929. 21 Richard Longstreth credits several factors for the family’s
success.
The company’s growth stemmed from atypical practices. The tracts
purchased were unusually large – Belvedere Heights had 6,000 lots –
they were improved by the company in short order, and the selling
price was low. Through one of the most aggressive newspaper
advertising campaigns in Los Angeles, Janss sold lots fast – 1,000 in
Belvedere Gardens in the first ten months. The benefits derived from
this economy of scale were targeted to the lower-middle and prosperous
working classes, who found the quality of the sites and prospects for
quick growth of a full-fledged residential area appealing. Much like those
of the Los Angeles Investment Company, Janss’s undertakings could
reach epic proportions because of capital derived from an army of
shareholders (25,000 in 1922). 22
Further incentives were offered to prospective working-class homebuyers in the form of low
down payments, which were accompanied by installment plans costing families as little as five

15
16

Gross, 121.
Richard Longstreth, City Center to Regional Mall: Architecture, the Automobile, and Retailing in Los Angeles, 1920-1950
(Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1997), 160.
17
Gross, 122.
18
Wanamaker, 17.
19
Gross, 122.
20
Gross, 122.
21
Longstreth, City Center to Regional Mall, 160.
22
Longstreth, City Center to Regional Mall, 160.
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dollars a month. As a result, by the time the Jansses assumed control of the Letts tract, they
had already become well-known for developing some of the region’s largest and most
significant subdivisions, including Belvedere Gardens (now known as Boyle Heights),
Belvedere Heights, Ramona Acres (now known as Monterey Park), Sierra Park, Yorba Linda,
and the 47,000-acre Van Nuys-Lankershim ranch.
Development of Westwood

According Longstreth, the Jansses began to develop the Letts tract in much the same way as
they had with earlier ventures: making basic improvements to, then feverishly promoting, land
subdivisions. “No comprehensive plan was prepared, nor was the final product envisioned as a
distinct community … Indeed, there was little cohesiveness to the whole.” 23 This may have
been due in part to the piecemeal fashion in which the brothers acquired the land from
Letts; 24 however, as Longstreth acknowledges, the company’s tendency to secrecy makes an
analysis of their plans difficult, as “the company seldom revealed its intentions except on a
piecemeal basis when the sale of property was about to commence.” 25 In October 1922 the
Los Angeles Times announced the first subdivision of the tract along with the opening of the
Westwood unit. 26 The original Westwood unit was bounded by Santa Monica Boulevard to
the north, Beverly Glen Boulevard to the east, Pico Boulevard to the south, and Sepulveda
Boulevard to the west. 27 “While this is not the largest project, in point of acreage, handled by
the Janss Investment Corporation, it will exceed, in retail value, by several millions of dollars
any subdivision activity heretofore undertaken,” reported the Times. 28 Although the
subdivision was intended to be largely residential, provisions had also been made for
commercial development along Santa Monica and Westwood Boulevards. In an effort to
entice motion picture studios to relocate to the area, Janss dubbed the development “the
Second Hollywood,” where, it was hoped, a business center could be developed “similar in
scale and function to the burgeoning one on Hollywood Boulevard.” 29 Several commercial
buildings were constructed along Santa Monica Boulevard; 30 however, as Longstreth notes,
“little came of the effort. Among the problems was the bisection of Santa Monica Boulevard
by a Pacific Electric car line, whose more even grade imposed physical as well as psychological

23
24

Longstreth, City Center to Regional Mall, 160.
See “Down Memory Lane in Westwood: Pioneer A. H. Wilkins Recalls Dynamic History of ‘Village’,” West Los Angeles Citizen,
January 10, 1963.
25
Longstreth, City Center to Regional Mall, 162.
26
See Los Angeles Times Articles “Historic Rancho to be Subdivided Soon,” October 15, 1922, and “Westwood Is Placed On
Market,” October 19, 1922.
27
Wanamaker, 24.
28
“Historic Rancho to be Subdivided Soon,” Los Angeles Times, October 15, 1922.
29
Longstreth, City Center to Regional Mall, 162.
30
“Store Building Being Erected at Westwood,” Los Angeles Times, September 9, 1923.
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barriers to motorists. A decade after the scheme was launched, most of the frontage remained
vacant.” 31
Commercial activity in Westwood languished for several years after the opening of the tract,
prompting Richard Longstreth to observe that “even with considerable resources at one’s
command and an attractive general location for business, an outlying center could not be
willed into existence.” 32 The stimulus for further economic development would not arrive until
1925, when it was announced that the University of California would establish its new
Southern Branch campus in Westwood. 33 The University’s commitment to build in Westwood
was a hard-won success for the Janss brothers, who had campaigned vigorously along with
sixteen other communities including Burbank, Fullerton, Palos Verdes, and Pasadena. 34 At the
time, “the university was seen as a major stimulus to surrounding development,” writes
Richard Longstreth, “attracting not just faculty but many persons of means who believed
proximity to an institution of higher learning enhanced land values.” 35 Harold and Edwin Janss
saw things more plainly: “There was no reason to move there,” a Janss descendant later
recalled, “so [their] concept was that the university would create jobs and be the basis for a
community.” 36
Recognizing the value that the presence of the university would add to their development
plans for Westwood, Harold and Edwin Janss told university officials that they would work
with them “in every way to promote the development of a University campus and any
territory around it so that any and all objectionable features would be eliminated.” 37 As a
further incentive, the Janss Investment Corporation offered to sell the Westwood land
comprising the proposed site of the campus to the University at a price which was substantially
below market value. Although the Janss brothers’ loss on the sale of the land numbered in the
millions of dollars, their gamble paid off.
At 3 o’clock in the afternoon of March 21, 1925, Robert Sproul, then
vice-president and comptroller for the University, announced at Berkeley
the choice was Westwood…By five o’clock that same afternoon L.A.
papers had extras out, and the next day thousands of Angelenos came

31
32
33

Longstreth, City Center to Regional Mall, 162.
Longstreth, City Center to Regional Mall, 162.
For a detailed discussion of the selection process and the choice of Westwood as the site of the Southern Branch campus, see
Marina Dundjerski’s UCLA: The First Century (Los Angeles: Third Millennium Publishing Limited, 2011), 34-42. See also Gross,
123-124.
34
Dundjerski, 37.
35
Longstreth, City Center to Regional Mall, 162-163.
36
Gross, 123.
37
Dundjerski, 38.
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out to see what was this “Westwood.” [Janss executives] were ready for
them with picnics. 38
The Janss Investment Corporation sold more than $600,000 in homesites in the first twentyfour hours following the announcement. The company immediately opened a second unit of
the subdivision up for sale south of Wilshire Boulevard; it sold out within forty-eight hours.
Within four days of the announcement, Janss had sold roughly 275 lots totaling $1,000,000 –
what the company had previously been making per month for the last year. 39
Development of Westwood Village

Edwin and Harold Janss realized that the assured expansion of the surrounding suburbs along
with the projected enrollment of the University – 6,000 students – would necessitate a more
developed commercial district than the efforts previously attempted in Westwood. This time,
the Janss brothers envisioned a business district – dubbed Westwood Village - that would be
accessible to students while simultaneously creating the destination shopping center and
“Second Hollywood” of which they had dreamed. Indeed, “the target audience comprised
residents not only of surrounding tracts created by the same developer, but also of
communities further afield.” 40 However, as Richard Longstreth writes, “The Santa Monica
Boulevard fiasco no doubt contributed to taking an entirely different approach: the second
attempt to rival Hollywood was carefully planned.” 41 Therefore, before construction
commenced on Westwood Village, the Janss Investment Corporation spent the next three
years conducting a detailed survey of newly-constructed commercial centers “that were
considered premier examples of their kind in other parts of the country.” 42 Although the
methodology for their survey and research is unclear, “in all likelihood it included early
examples of integrated complexes and perhaps other cases where an individual or firm played
the dominant role in advancing development.” 43
Several key factors were emphasized in the Janss Investment Corporation’s strategic predevelopment planning of the Westwood Village site: siting, circulation, and accessibility; design
and architecture; and commercial and business development. The Jansses hired noted urban
planner Harland Bartholomew, as well as Bartholomew’s former employee L. Deming Tilton,
to assist them in the planning of Westwood Village. Bartholomew became the nation’s first
full-time city planner in 1914, when he went to work for the City of Newark.44 He became
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well-known for introducing the concept of comprehensive planning, which focused on
transportation and circulation in response to the population’s growing dependence on and
enthusiasm for the automobile. Over the course of his career, he prepared comprehensive
plans for more than 500 cities and counties and also developed zoning ordinances for cities,
counties, and states. Tilton, who relocated to Santa Barbara after working at Harland
Bartholomew & Associates, was named Santa Barbara County’s first planning director; he was
active in the reconstruction of the Santa Barbara town center following the 1925 earthquake.
Bartholomew and Tilton worked in partnership with Gordon Whitnall, director of the Los
Angeles City Planning Department, to develop the plan for Westwood Village. The site
selected for the development was bounded by the University entrance at Le Conte Avenue to
the north and Wilshire Boulevard to the south. Wilshire Boulevard was already a wellestablished thoroughfare connecting nearby Beverly Hills to Los Angeles; as a result, from the
start accessibility was deemed of paramount importance to the site. 45 In order to avoid further
traffic congestion, commercial development was excluded from the properties fronting
Wilshire Boulevard. The area was bisected by Westwood Boulevard, the principal north-south
route connecting Wilshire Boulevard to Le Conte Avenue. Since Westwood Boulevard
terminated at Le Conte Avenue, the arrangement limited through traffic. Within the Village,
Bartholomew and Tilton adopted a unique layout which addressed traffic issues as well as real
estate concerns.
Vehicular circulation would be diffuse because Westwood Boulevard
was one of an irregular grouping of streets laid out to facilitate flow in a
more or less equal measure. Westwood Village stood in sharp contrast
to Hollywood or the Miracle Mile in having a minimal hierarchy of
streets, but it was equally dissimilar to Palos Verdes, Tyrone, or Market
Square in having no clearly identified center – no plaza, no green, no
singular focal point of any kind. Beyond enhancing the movement of
automobiles, this arrangement maximized property values throughout
the complex by having all frontage seem desirable to merchants and
customers alike. 46
Frontage was one of the few characteristics indicated on the tract map filed in December
1927 for Tract No. 9768, which would comprise Westwood Village. In an effort to maintain
flexibility and appeal, no lots were platted in the original layout; instead, Janss worked with
commercial clients individually to determine the lot size and configuration best suited to their
particular needs. At the time, a prospective entrepreneur had two options: one could purchase
the land and assume responsibility for construction according to Janss design guidelines, or one
45
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could contract with Janss to have the company develop their chosen property to their
requirements, after which it would be leased to them. This was likely the preferred option, as
Edwin Janss later stated, “We felt that the usual speculative buyers would not carry out the
plans the company had envisioned for Westwood Village.” 47
In order to safeguard against overly rapid growth, Janss implemented the development plan
for Westwood Village incrementally. Rather than develop the entire commercial district at
once, buildings were constructed several units at a time, “at a pace that must have seemed
snaillike compared to conventional speculative practice,” remarks Richard Longstreth. 48
However, because it was based on a site plan and guidelines for growth, not on a design per
se, this approach also made it easier to respond to changes in market conditions over time. 49
Market conditions played a significant role in determining the initial mix of businesses included
in Westwood Village, which was as significant – if not more so – than its design. A variety of
operations were made possible – and, indeed, desirable – due to the diversity of the
surrounding market. Thousands of students and others with relatively modest disposable
incomes lived nearby, as did more prosperous contingents in the Janss Investment
Corporation’s own tracts; the surrounding upscale communities of Brentwood, Pacific
Palisades, Santa Monica, Beverly Hills, and West Hollywood were also among the target
demographic. 50 Janss took a long view towards the overall development of the Village,
however, and strategized accordingly. Paralleling the policy to develop the complex at a
gradual, more or less even pace was one that kept leading stores at a modest initial scale so
that trade would hinge on an assemblage of well-known outlets, rather than on a single,
enormous one. 51 It was this mix that set Westwood Village apart from other commercial
developments.
In contrast to other shopping centers developed during the interwar
decades, Westwood Village was conceived from the start as a home for
numerous branches of leading downtown stores…Yet other stores
catered to routine needs… [and] finally, there was a broad spectrum of
independent specialty stores, some relocated from the precinct near the
university’s previous campus on Vermont Avenue, others newly
established. The array of retail establishments was matched by few
outlying centers prior to World War II, and made Westwood Village
competitive locally with Hollywood and the Miracle Mile. But unlike the
latter development, which was mainly a focus for retail and personal
47
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services, Westwood Village addressed a wider range of consumer
needs. 52
Although the goal was to eventually house several hundred businesses, Janss announced that
only two or three dozen establishments would be included in the initial group. Moreover, only
one establishment purveying a given type of goods or service would be allowed to operate at
first. 53 Competing stores would be added according to market demand – a determination that
would be made only through careful study. While new businesses were allowed, the relocation
of existing businesses – already familiar to students at the university’s Vermont Avenue
campus – was also encouraged. The Janss brothers recognized the advantage of an alreadyestablished economy and offered free rent in Westwood Village to encourage campus retailers
to relocate. 54
Janss announced the development of Westwood Village in December 1927, and planning
continued through 1928. True to form, the company continued to publicize additional details
in a piecemeal fashion to heighten anticipation. “Store locations will be restricted to one and in
a few instances two merchants in each line of business for the first school semester at least in
order that a complete service may be given shoppers from the outset,” teased the Los Angeles
Times in May 1928. “Sales Director A. Harold Wilkins said that requests for shop locations
have been already received from many of the largest and most successful merchandisers on
the Coast with several from concerns which have operated exclusively in the San Francisco
area.” 55 The Times may have understated the matter in this instance: the limitations served to
fuel demand by prospective retailers, as did the knowledge of the ready-made customer base
that awaited them upon the opening of the University. The Janss Investment Corporation
reportedly received so many offers from prospective businesses the entire complex could have
been built in a single campaign had Janss so chosen. 56
The public received its first glimpse of the company’s vision for the business district in July
1928, when the Janss Investment Corporation hosted a “Magic City Exposition.” 57 The
exhibition featured a number of model homes, which were available for inspection, as well as
a miniature village which depicted the future plan for Westwood Village and “the unique
features planned.” The exhibition remained open throughout the summer, and the model
Westwood Village was updated accordingly as plans progressed, adding miniature versions of
the first two buildings to be erected. By the time the showcase closed in September, the Los
52
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Angeles Times noted that “one of the features of the exhibit which has proven unusually
interesting to visitors is the first complete plan of the new university business village. The
village, planned to be one of the most beautiful and complete community business centers in
America, has been attracting wide attention in city planning centers.” 58
Once the initial mix of tenants had been established, a second tract map was filed in March
1929 for Tract No. 10600 detailing the first subdivision of the Village into parcels for
individual buildings. The company had exercised tremendous leverage in the commercial
composition of the site, selecting not only the merchants that would be included in the initial
development, but their location as well. Businesses were initially placed along Westwood
Boulevard in order to achieve a critical mass along the Village’s main thoroughfare, but some
parcels were left vacant for “complementary” establishments to be added later. 59 Around this
time, the Janss Investment Company announced the establishment of its Business Research
Department, which was billed as “an added service to prospective investors and store owners”
that “engaged in preparing data relative to the commercial prospects of the various types of
business needed in the Village area.” 60 The department, however, also benefitted Janss: its
study of growth, demand, and market conditions assisted the company in its strategic
implementation of the plan for Westwood Village.
In order to set the tone for the design of Westwood Village, the first two units to be
constructed – the buildings which had been memorialized in the model village – were
developed by the Janss Investment Corporation itself. 61 Both buildings occupied prominent
locations with significant frontage along Westwood Boulevard; situated at strategic
intersections, they marked the unofficial boundaries of the initial phase of development.
Construction commenced first on the Janss Building, designed by campus architects Allison &
Rible, which occupied a triangular parcel in the heart of the Village at the intersection of
Westwood Boulevard and Broxton and Kinross Avenues and served as both the physical and
operational nexus of the Village. The second unit to be developed by Janss was the Holmby
Building, which was designed by Gordon B. Kaufmann.
Several months after construction began in Westwood Village, the University of California’s
Southern Branch campus (now known as the University of California, Los Angeles) officially
opened in September 1929. Although Janss officials had estimated that construction of the
initial development within the Village would be finished by that time, most Village businesses
were not yet open and buildings had not yet been completed. However, the Janss Investment
Corporation made sure the Village was open to visitors in order to drive interest; the company
58
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reported that nearly 10,000 people visited the site in the month of August, in advance of the
opening of the campus. 62 Several smaller businesses did open in September; however, the
grand openings for larger operations took place in November 1929. Among the first
businesses to launch then were the Ralphs grocery store – also one of the first commercial lots
to be sold – the Janss Building, and the Safeway market. 63 Once construction was completed,
the turnaround was swift, and over twenty businesses were opened by the end of
November. 64 That same month, Janss also announced the construction of the Village’s first
department store, Desmond’s, and declared that with its opening “Westwood Village will have
obtained the basic shopping requirements of a complete merchandising center.” 65 Smaller retail
operations, like the Kelly Music Building, continued to launch throughout the following year.
Although Westwood Village opened on the eve of the stock market crash of 1929, its
development remained largely unaffected by the ensuing economic downfall. Indeed, a Los
Angeles Times writer asserted years later that the Depression “turned out to be the best thing
ever for the Village,” as it eliminated the prospect of speculative developers. 66 While
construction may have slowed, it did not halt; within five months of opening, Westwood
Village had grown to include more than fifty businesses, with at times as many as nine stores
opening per week. 67 As development progressed, Janss continued to emphasize the principles
of planning and incremental growth which had characterized the initial design of the Village.
Care was taken to situate larger department stores, which were more likely to require
additional space in the future, next to adjacent vacant parcels so the stores could expand as
market conditions warranted. 68 Gas stations were strategically located to serve the motoring
public as well as function as landmarks for the Village. Indeed, a promotional brochure for the
Village published around 1940 declared, “It’s a relatively short drive from anywhere. Just
watch for the towers.” 69 Service stations were placed at intersections along Westwood
Boulevard and marked with towers emblazoned with the logo of each station, which served as
a visual guide to orient shoppers within the precinct. 70
Around 1930, the Westwood Village Business Association was formed to sponsor group
advertising, coordinate merchandising events, and stage street festivals – all to enhance
customer draw. 71 The response was such that in 1931 the Janss Investment Corporation
relocated its main office from the company’s former downtown site to its headquarters in
62
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Westwood Village. Most operations now focused on the development of land rather than the
sale of property – a complete reversal in practice from only three years previous. 72 By 1934,
there were 172 businesses in the Village; a number which continued to grow as the United
States emerged from the Depression: just two years later, 225 businesses were counted. 73
Perhaps the most significant indicator of the growth of Westwood Village comes in a
comparison of its statistics in the first ten years of operation. Although the commercial district
was launched in 1929 with just 34 establishments, by 1939 the Village included 452 offices
and stores – an increase of over thirteen hundred percent, which was achieved during the
nation’s greatest economic depression to date. 74 Over 1,700 people were employed in the
Village, and the total improvement in the area to date was estimated to be $72,000,000. 75
By 1945, Westwood Village was “pretty much sold out,” Janss director A. H. Wilkins recalled
in later years. 76 Initial development in the Village had been primarily concentrated in those
blocks along Westwood Boulevard and Le Conte and Weyburn Avenues closest to the
adjacent campus. However, in subsequent years construction activity expanded south along
Westwood Boulevard and then eastward and westward to the surrounding streets as the
Village began to gain in popularity as a commercial district independent of campus life.
The Janss Investment Company continued to retain control of the development of Westwood
Village in the years following World War II. By the mid-1950s, however, the Edwin and
Harold Janss – who had worked side by side in the operation of the Janss Investment
Corporation for nearly fifty years – wanted to go their separate ways. Harold Janss decided to
leave the company, and the two brothers divided their remaining company assets in half, with
Harold assuming control of Westwood Village and Edwin keeping the family ranch in the
Coachella Valley. 77 Both men retired from the Janss Investment Corporation.
Harold Janss subsequently began to divest himself of his interests in Westwood Village; in
1954 the Janss Investment Company headquarters, which had long been known as simply
“The Dome,” were sold to the Bank of America for nearly one million dollars. 78 That same
year he transferred the remaining Westwood Village properties to George Gregson, a Janss
Investment Corporation executive who had married Edwin Janss’s daughter, Patricia. In 1955,
George Gregson sold the Westwood Village holdings to hotelier and real estate developer
Arnold Kirkeby for $6,500,000. The purchase, which was noted by the Los Angeles Times as
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“one of the largest real estate deals in Los Angeles in some time,” included twenty buildings
with fifty stores, an office structure, a garage, and fourteen parking lots. A filling station was the
sole property retained by Gregson. 79 The twenty buildings now belonging to Kirkeby
represented some of the Village’s most prominent commercial operations, with tenants
including Sears, Fedway Department Stores, Desmond’s, A&P, Safeway, J. J. Newberry, J. C.
Penney, and Barker Brothers.
Architecture in Westwood Village

While the development process within the Village may have been somewhat flexible, the
design guidelines were decidedly less so. Adopted by the Janss Investment Corporation to
ensure some measure of control over land in which they did not retain ownership, the design
guidelines for Westwood Village ensured that the identity of the Village was one of a cohesive,
unified complex. Oversight was provided by a company-appointed Board of Architectural
Supervisors, which was charged with approving all building proposals. The guidelines were
comprehensive in nature and included recommendations for all aspects of planning and
construction.
Building fronts had to be at least seventeen feet high, but no more than
two or three stories – probably to avoid overconcentration of business
in any one part as well as to avoid discordant streetscapes. At the same
time, some buildings situated at strategic points in the complex could
incorporate towers…Strict control was exercised over details, including
signs. Oversight did not stop when construction was completed; all alter
external changes to buildings came under the same scrutiny. 80
Other guidelines established for building exteriors allowed architects to work with a “loosely
defined spectrum of historical sources associated with Mediterranean Europe” 81 which would
complement the Italian and Romanesque architecture of the adjacent university campus.
These styles were popularized during the 1920s, when “just as everything grew in the
Southern California garden, so too did every architectural tradition take hold as well,” historian
Kevin Starr observed. 82 As the focus on regional expression through architecture evolved,
Mediterranean Revival and Spanish Colonial Revival examples prevailed; “here were two
styles supported by the regional myth of California as the Mediterranean shores of America
and even, in the case of Spanish Revival, supported by a slight degree of historical
justification.” 83 By the mid-1920s, the Spanish Colonial Revival style had become the style
considered to be most representative of Southern California. 84 The historical architecture of
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the Mediterranean region also lent itself to able translation across a wide variety of building
types, and its popularity was due in part to the fact that historical examples could easily be
adopted for any need.
Traveling through Andalusia, aspiring architects such as Austin
Whittlesey…noted with delight the rich courtyard types and structures –
the urban patio house, the fortified urban palace or alcazar (many of
them later recycled as apartment dwellings), the snug courtyard inns…
the open marketplaces and monastery cloisters, the farmhouses
combining living quarters and workspaces around a central
courtyard…As Santa Barbara and San Clemente showed, many of these
forms were directly applicable to Southern California, albeit the
courtyard format was now being used for city halls and courthouses,
public high schools, hotels, restaurants, and…bungalow courts. 85
Architects of the period were well-versed in these historicist styles, and Westwood Village
stood out for its association with several leading practitioners. Virtually all shopping centers
conceived during the 1920s were the product of a single team of collaborating designers.
Janss, on the other hand, appears to have sought the involvement of numerous prominent
architects and architectural firms for Westwood Village; participating architects included
Allison & Allison; Gordon Kaufmann; Morgan, Walls & Clements; Parkinson and Parkinson;
S. Charles Lee; and Paul Revere Williams. 86 “Variety in form, detail, and character was
encouraged,” writes Richard Longstreth. The result, he observes, was “a showcase of stylish,
historicizing commercial architecture, rivaled in its extent by few places nationwide.” 87 The
overall effect was intended to suggest a “village” rather than a city; the area would be
cohesive and meet an unusually high architectural standard.88 Early units were designed to
resemble a series of smaller buildings constructed at different times. 89 The Village’s character
would resemble that of the natural, incremental development of a Mediterranean village over
many years.
Kelly Music Company

By the late 1920s John T. Kelly, Jr., proprietor of the Kelly Music Company, already operated
two music stores in Los Angeles: one on Hollywood Boulevard, and one on South Vermont
Avenue near the original Los Angeles campus for the University of California. It is likely that
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Kelly chose to follow his customers to Westwood, as the Janss Investment Corporation
encouraged so many existing business owners to do; indeed, the company frequently offered
incentives for retailers to move their operations to the new commercial district in Westwood.
Kelly’s specialty was the sale of musical instruments, phonograph records, and printed sheet
music, as well as the publication of original music scores. 90 In keeping with the Janss plan for a
diverse mix of businesses, with only one or two retailers operating in any given specialty, the
Kelly Music Company was the only music store included in the initial development of
Westwood Village.
For the new Westwood Village store, Kelly commissioned architect Paul Revere Williams to
design a two-story, Mediterranean Revival-style building which would adhere to the
architectural guidelines for Westwood Village. A building permit was filed in September 1929
for construction of the building, which was valued at $28,000 and included two storefronts
composed of eleven rooms.
The store’s opening in March 1930 was detailed in the Los Angeles Times:
Fitted with wrought-iron stairways, hand-carved furniture and Turkish
rugs, the new Westwood Village store of the Kelly Music Company will
be opened for business next Saturday…Formal opening of the music
store will be preceded tomorrow evening with a radio program over
KFWB, beginning at 7 o’clock. Motion picture stars will speak and song
writers will broadcast their compositions as part of the program arranged
by John Kelly, proprietor and operator of two other stores in the city. 91
Kelly’s business consisted of two complementary operations, which may have initially
occupied both of the storefronts that comprised the building. In addition to the sale of sheet
music and phonograph records, Kelly also sold and repaired musical instruments and radios.
Kelly Music was frequently listed in city directories as a radio repair business, and a Sanborn
Map Company fire insurance map dating from 1932 indicates that the rear portion of the
building was devoted to a woodworking and paint shop which was likely used for instrument
repair. Within several years, however, the two storefronts within the building appear to have
been separated for individual use; Kelly had utilized the 1043 Westwood Boulevard address
for the Kelly Music Company, a practice which continued with subsequent tenants occupying
a majority of the space, while the 1041 Westwood address was given over to a variety of
commercial tenants with more modest operations.
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The Kelly Music Company was an enduring presence in Westwood; the store continued to
operate at the same location until John T. Kelly, Jr.’s death in 1954. After his death, the
contents of the business were sold at auction, 92 but building permit records on file with the
City of Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety appear to indicate that the building
remained in the hands of the Kelly family – first passing to his wife, Bertha, and subsequently
to his daughter, also named Bertha – until at least the 1980s, and other businesses operating
in the building during that time were likely leaseholders.
For a short time after Kelly’s death in 1954, the building continued to operate as a music store
under the supervision of concert pianist Maurice Zam. However, Zam’s business closed in
1956, after which the building’s operations shifted toward other uses. Over the next thirteen
years, the Kelly Building housed a number of short-lived establishments – which were
predominantly eateries – including Alberto’s Adventures in Coffee & Food, the House of Pies,
and the Pink Derby. In 1969, after several unsuccessful eateries had already failed, Alice’s
Restaurant opened in the Kelly Music Building. The restaurant, named after the Arlo Guthrie
song of the same name, quickly became a local favorite and continued to operate for over
twenty years. Alice’s Restaurant closed in 1994, and was followed by another short-lived
dining venture. In 1998, the Kelly Music Building reopened as an Italian restaurant called
Tanino, which remained in operation until June 2019.
Mediterranean Revival Architecture

The Kelly Music Building is an excellent example of Mediterranean Revival commercial
architecture. The Mediterranean Revival style is distinguished by its eclectic mix of
architectural elements from several regions around the Mediterranean Sea, including Spain,
Italy, southern France, and North Africa. Much of the American architecture of the late 19th
and early 20th centuries can be broadly classified as ultimately Mediterranean in origin,
including the Beaux Arts, Mission Revival, Spanish Colonial Revival, and Italian Renaissance
Revival styles. By the 1920s, the lines between these individual styles were frequently blurred
and their distinguishing characteristics blended by architects who drew inspiration from
throughout the Mediterranean region. These imaginative combinations of details from varied
architectural traditions resulted in the emergence of a distinct Mediterranean Revival style.
In contrast to the more academic and more literal interpretations such as the Andalusianinfluenced Spanish Colonial Revival style or the restrained, dignified Italian Renaissance
Revival style, the broader Mediterranean Revival frequently incorporated elements of Italian
and Spanish Renaissance, Provençal, Venetian Gothic, and Moorish architecture into otherwise
Spanish Colonial Revival designs. The Mediterranean Revival style is sometimes more formal
and usually more elaborately composed and ornamented than the simpler, more rustic
Spanish Colonial Revival style, and often more flamboyant than the sober Italian Renaissance
Revival style. Typical features of the Mediterranean Revival style include arched entrance
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doorways with richly detailed surrounds; arcades and loggias; stairways and terraces with cast
stone balustrades; and Classical decorative elements in cast stone or plaster, including
architraves, stringcourses, cornices, pilasters, columns, and quoins.
Character-defining features of the Mediterranean Revival style include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Frequently symmetrical façade
Rectangular plan and two-story height
Hipped roof with clay barrel tiles and wide boxed or bracketed eaves, or eave cornice
Exterior walls veneered in smooth plaster
Wood-sash casement windows, typically with divided lights; sometimes double-hung
windows; Palladian windows or other accent windows
Arched door or window openings
Elaborate door surrounds
Arcades, colonnades, or loggias
Terraces and stairs with cast stone balustrades
Cast stone or plaster decorative elements including architraves, stringcourses, cornices,
pilasters, columns, and quoins
Decorative grilles of wood, wrought iron, or plaster
Balconies, patios or towers
Decorative terra cotta or glazed ceramic tile work

Association with Paul Revere Williams

Paul Revere Williams had a long and prolific career, spanning from about 1915 until his
retirement in 1974. Williams was born in Los Angeles in 1894, after his parents had migrated
west from Tennessee. Orphaned at the age of four, Williams was raised by a foster mother.
Williams studied at the Polytechnic High School and enrolled in the architecture course. He
was advised by one of his teachers to rethink his choice of career, as white clients would not
consider working with an African-American architect. Williams later referred to this as the
“black discouragement,” but in his case it strengthened his resolve. As architectural historian
David Gebhard wrote, “No longer was architecture an assumed profession born of a love of
drawing, it became a well-thought-out commitment.” 93
Williams went on to study at the Los Angeles School of Art and Design, the Los Angeles
branch of the New York Beaux Arts Institute of Design, and the University of Southern
California, where he studied architectural engineering for three years (1916-1919). 94 However,
before Williams began his formal study of architecture, he began working in the field. From
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1914-1917, Williams worked for noted Pasadena architect Reginald Johnson, and from 19171921 he worked for Hollywood architect Arthur Kelly. 95 In 1915, he registered as a building
designer and began executing designs for speculative developers. Williams received his
architecture license in 1921, becoming the only licensed African-American architect west of
the Mississippi. After receiving his license, Williams worked for John C. Austin from 1921 until
1924, where he became the Chief Draftsman.
Throughout his career, Williams entered architectural competitions. In 1914, he won first prize
for his design of a civic center for Pasadena. In 1915, he was awarded first honorable mention
at the Chicago Emancipation Celebration, and in 1916 he placed third for the Sperling Prize, a
nationwide competition held in New York. In the early 1920s, he won three consecutive
competitions for the design of small homes. His specialty in this area of design became the
foundation for his own practice, which he began in 1922 while still working for Austin. His
first commission as a sole practitioner was a residence for former USC classmate Louis Cass.
During this early period he designed numerous residences for Flintridge, developer Frank P.
Flint’s new residential subdivision in the Pasadena foothills. Williams’ first substantial
commission (with a construction cost of approximately $400,000) was the 1931 E.L. Cord
mansion in Beverly Hills, which was completed in 1931. The Cord mansion led to numerous
other large-scale residential commissions for Williams in the early 1930s. His work was
particularly popular with the Hollywood celebrities and wealthy socialites who were relocating
to the western suburbs of Bel-Air, Beverly Hills, and Brentwood during the 1920s and 1930s.
Williams’ client list included such luminaries as Jay Paley, Otto Preminger, Lon Chaney, and
Bill “Bojangles” Robinson. In later years as the scope and geography of his work began to
expand, Williams designed other residences for Lucille Ball, Frank Sinatra, Walter Winchell,
and Zsa Gabor. Early clients often returned to Williams as their success grew to commission
larger homes or commercial buildings. 96
Williams became well-known for his modern interpretations of the period revival styles that
were popular at the time, including examples of the Tudor Revival, Colonial Revival, Spanish
Colonial Revival, and French Country styles. Although he had gained prominence as an
architect for wealthy clients with unlimited budgets, throughout his career Williams designed
homes for people of all backgrounds and economic means. He was known for his
perfectionism and attention to detail that did not waiver regardless of the size of the
commission. Architect Ralph A. Vaughn, who worked for Williams in the mid-1930s, noted
that by that time owning a Paul Williams home was a sign of prestige. When a Williams home
was put on the market it was advertised as a “Paul Williams original.” Details such as window
trim were designed specifically for each home and were not repeated in other commissions. 97
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By the 1940s Williams had garnered widespread acclaim for his upscale residential work and
other, more diverse commissions became available. While he continued to design expansive
private residences, in the middle years of his career Williams turned his attention to other
housing types, publishing two books on “the Small House” in the mid-1940s. In developing
these more modest residential designs, Williams incorporated Modern elements, such as open
floor plans, connection to the outdoors through integrated patio spaces and large windows,
and simplified ornamentation, into traditional building forms. He argued in favor of one-story
houses, both for the practicality of eliminating stair climbing and for the benefit of having
rooms that opened directly onto terraces and gardens; and promoted exteriors with “simpler
lines depending more upon good proportion and pleasing color schemes rather than upon
ornamentation and intricate detail…Many things can be done, too, with the exterior facing of
the walls, roof materials and color combinations.” 98 A trademark of Williams was situating the
primary living spaces at the rear of the house facing the garden. The Hunt Residence exhibited
many of the design concepts that would become the foundation for Williams’ small house
designs in the 1940s.
Residential design remained the focus of his practice through the 1930s. By this time, Williams
was well-regarded and able to be selective about his commissions. Beginning in the 1930s, he
received numerous commissions for prominent commercial and institutional work. Some
examples of his work include the Angelus Funeral Home (1934), the Saks Fifth Avenue
building in Beverly Hills (1939), the Arrowhead Springs Hotel (1940), and the Pearl Harbor
Memorial in Honolulu (1953). In the late 1930s, Williams was hired by a group of South
American businessmen to do a multi-million dollar project in Colombia. Williams designed a
hotel, office buildings, a club, and numerous homes in the city of Medellin. He also worked as
an architect for the United States Navy during World War II and served on multiple municipal
and state commissions. Williams co-designed the first federally-funded public housing project
of the postwar era, Langston Terrace in Washington, D. C., with fellow African-American
architect Hilyard Robinson. Williams later went on to design the Pueblo del Rio housing
project in southeast Los Angeles in the early 1940s. Throughout his career, despite traveling to
distant locations and working on numerous large-scale commissions, Williams retained the
attention to detail and client-based focus that defined his earlier work. 99
Williams’ architectural success led to other influential posts. He served on national
commissions under Presidents Coolidge, Roosevelt, and Eisenhower. He campaigned with
presidential candidate Nelson Rockefeller in the 1960s, speaking on architecture and civil
rights across the country. In California, he served on statewide commissions for Governors Earl
Warren and Goodwin Knight, and was president of the Los Angeles Municipal Art
Commission for 11 years. Williams was an influential member of the African-American
community in Los Angeles. He designed the First AME Church, and the headquarters for
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Golden State Mutual Life, the largest African-American-owned insurance company in the
western United States, and the 28th Street YMCA in South Los Angeles.
In 1952, the American Institute of Architects established the College of Fellows, an honor
awarded to members who have made significant contributions to the profession. The
Fellowship program was developed to elevate those architects who have made a significant
contribution to architecture and society and who have achieved a standard of excellence in
the profession. In 1957, Williams became the first African-American member of the College of
Fellows. Williams retired in 1974 and filed for emeritus status with the AIA. He died in Los
Angeles in 1980 at the age of 85.
Conclusion

The Kelly Music Buildings has a rich and distinctive history, representing
important cultural associations and architectural achievement in Los Angeles. The building is
significant for its association with the initial development of Westwood and Westwood Village;
as an excellent example of Mediterranean Revival commercial architecture in Los Angeles;
and as an early commercial commission of master architect Paul Revere Williams. Although
Williams had already garnered widespread attention throughout Southern California for his
residential work by the late 1920s, his reputation for commercial commissions did not flourish
until the second half of the 1930s; as such the Kelly Music Building represents a relatively rare
and highly intact example of Williams’ commercial work dating from an early period of his
professional development.
In addition to fulfilling the above criteria for significance, the building has retained integrity of
location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association. The building
continues to exhibit a number of character-defining features, finishes, and materials on the
exterior and interior dating from the period of significance and as a result continues to convey
its original historic identity and significance. For these reasons, the property is eligible for
designation as a Los Angeles Historic-Cultural Monument.
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Born in Holdenby, England, Arthur Letts (1862-1923) was one of ten children (four boys, six girls) born on the Letts
estate, which dated back 400 years. At 16, Arthur was sent to apprentice at a dry goods store for three years, a
trade which he no doubt learned very well. During his work he and younger brother Frank became enamored of
opportunities they'd heard of in America. As the second son, he would not inherit the estate, so in July, 1883, two
years after serving his apprenticeship, he and Frank embarked for Quebec, only notifying parents Richard and
Caroline AFTER they'd boarded the steamer.
His first work in Canada was on a farm near Toronto, but Arthur was not cut out for
manual labor. He moved on to Toronto proper, working in a large mercantile store, and
volunteered for the Queen's Own Rifles, fighting in the Battle of Cut Knife Creek. In
1886, he married Florence Philp (1868-1944), with law-student friend George Ira
Cochran serving as Best Man. Arthur advanced steadily at John Kay Co. in Toronto,
but after six years in Canada, believed his best opportunity would be in the U.S. He
then set out for Seattle, arriving just a few days prior to the city-wide fire in June, 1889.
Having little success, he then headed for L.A. in 1895 (based mostly on enthusiastic
letters from Cochran, who had moved there when Arthur went to Seattle). With just
$500 in his pocket--according to biographies, it wasn't much so far, but his fortunes
were about to change.

Arthur Letts, at the
time of his wedding

As he arrived in L.A., The Broadway Dept. Store, J.A. Williams & Co., Proprietors, had
just gone bankrupt. While not in the main business district, Arthur believed in time that the business center would
move that direction. Creditors asked for a public auction for the store's stock, estimated value $15,000. Arthur bid
$8,167, winning the bid by $80. He needed $5,000 cash, with the balance due in 30 days. The Los Angeles
National Bank loaned him $5,000, based on the loan's co-signer's good credit. That would be his old friend and
Best Man, George Cochran. The rest of what was owed would be paid back from the sale of excess stock.
The next day a quarter-page ad went into the L.A. Herald, advertising "the greatest bargains ever seen".
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check out the back story.
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The first ad for Letts' Broadway Store

Arthur knew this was his big break. As his biographer stated "He began work regularly at 6 in the morning and
continued frequently until after midnight. Literally, he did not quit until every task was done for the day." While this
tenacity was to provide unbelievable success in business, it probably created personal issues with his family.
He made money from the start, and his fortune grew quickly. By 1907, he had purchased 100 acres of land with a
small knoll in the far-out Los Feliz area of Hollywood, and here he had built his mansion of success, calling it
Holmby House in honor of his native homeland.
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I was most fascinated by the
first Broadway ad!
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Living in the house in 1910 according to the census were Arthur and Florence, daughters Edna (1887-1966),
Gladys (b.1889), son Arthur Jr. (1891-1959), along with three maids, a chauffeur, a cook, and a gardener.
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Shopping in a "department store" back when Arthur started in Los Angeles was very different from today. Imagine
all transactions rounded to the nearest nickel--one of Broadway's "firsts" was to provide exact change for each
transaction. He was first in Los Angeles to use marked, fixed pricing--prior to that each item was a negotiation
between you and the clerk. Another first in L.A. was the Broadway's offer of store credits for returns. Before that if
you bought it, you owned it. At Christmas, as biographer Kilner wrote, "he was right there with an ad inviting the
children to come to The Broadway and see a 'real live Santa Claus.' Santa was to be loaded with presents, and
would give a bag of candy free to every little boy and girl who came to see him".
Changes were also introduced on the employee side. Beginning in the Spanish-American War, full salary was
given to all employees who volunteered and were called up for service, and Arthur agreed to provide pensions to
any employee's family who lost his life during the war, to the full amount of the salary the employee was receiving
when he enlisted. At a time when children had to work to support their family, he worked with the Board of
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was rapidly outgrowing its current location. "Bullock's" was opened in March, 1907, with a large lighted sign on the
roof, attracting curious crowds from around the city. Within a month, it was noticed that the better merchandise was
moving well, but not so the usual goods. Buyers were ordered to focus future purchases with this new upscale
clientele in mind. Bullock's was such a success, Arthur decided to keep both stores, empowering Bullock to
organize the business. He took P. G. Winnett (Vice-President) and one other executive from The Broadway with
him to Bullock's. Everyone else in the organization had not been associated with The Broadway. Upon Letts'
passing the business of Bullock's, which had been started with $250,000 in capital, was valued at $7,000,000.
Arthur knew real estate was great for investment in
fast-growing Los Angeles. And with his significant
access to capital, it was just a matter of time before he
made one of his most significant purchases. In 1919
heirs to the Wolfskill Ranch (Rancho San Jose de
Buenos Aires) were ready to sell, but they wanted cash.
The former ranch consisted of over 3,200 acres, with an
approximate border of Pico Blvd. on the south, L.A.
Country Club on the east, Sunset Blvd. on the north,
and I-405 on the west. Purchased for $2 Million, Arthur
Janss Real Estate map
turned over development to his son-in-law Harold Janss'
(courtesy of raremaps.com)
company, Janss Investment Co. The area south of
Wilshire contained land reserved for movie studios. The
townsite of Westwood was laid out, which by 1927 contained 4,000 people. In 1923 Arthur discussed with UCLA
Regent Edward Dickson the idea of a new campus in Westwood. Janss Investment followed up after Arthur's death
by offering land to the state and city at a price significantly under market value. And so construction started on the
new campus--the first building being the Dickson Court Bridge connecting the main quad to the admin building.
(The small valley it crossed has long since been filled.) Another part of the original Westwood Campus? Janss
Steps (see below left)
Janss Investment continued with the development of the
rancho creating estate lots from 3/4 acre and up, and
planning an ultra high-end neighborhood, named
Holmby Hills. Many of the Janss and Letts families
would end up owning houses there (six, in fact).
1923 was not the best year for Arthur. According to
Unreal Estate, a recent book focused on the owners of
Holmby Hills and Beverly Hills residences through the
years, Arthur went to Florence and asked for a divorce,
citing desertion for the prior year. But soon after, Arthur
suffered a nervous breakdown, and per the New York
Looking down Janss Steps, 1977
Times, was dead of double pneumonia within a month.
Did he ask for a divorce? It is known that upon Arthur's
death she immediately left the house, going to San Francisco where a Charles Quinn lived. From there she applied
for a passport stating intentions to travel to Europe. Her return in June, 1924 through the port of New York was as
Florence Quinn, wife of Charles. Together with Charles, she was to move to Holmby Hills in the early 1930's just
down the street from two of her children, remaining at 141 South Carolwood until her death in 1944.
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Holmby House in Happier Times
(courtesy of USC Digital Collections)

At the Funeral Service

Thousands attended the funeral for Arthur. The eulogy was given by the Rt.
Rev. Horsfall Johnson of the Episcopal church. Burial was in the family crypt
at today's Hollywood Forever Cemetery.
With Arthur's passing The Broadway was sold to a group of investors led by
son-in-law Malcolm McNaghten (married to daughter Edna), who had been a
Vice President of Finance at The Broadway. John G. Bullock led the buyout
for his namesake department store. Son Arthur Jr. who had become
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President of The Broadway upon his father's death, focused his efforts on
The Family Mausoleum Today
the real estate side of the family business after the department stores were
sold. And besides the breakup of business, Arthur Jr. divorced in 1930, while daughter Gladys divorced in 1932.
Holmby House and the gardens itself were first finished about 1907. On the property in 1923 were Arthur and
Florence in the main house, and daughter Gladys and husband Harold Janss lived in a grand house on a portion of
the northeast corner of the land. But what was to happen to the main house and gardens with Arthur's death? It
had been Arthur's stated wish to keep the gardens, to the extent he had provided money in his will for
maintenance. Neither Florence nor Edna nor Gladys nor Arthur Jr. would try to live up to Arthur's wish. Harold the
developer led the creation of "Franklin Avenue Square", razing the house completely. Some of the exotic plants
were moved to Arthur Jr.'s new house in Holmby Hills, and Henry Huntington procured many of the exotic cacti for
use in his cactus garden in San Marino. In less than 30 short years, the house had been built, then torn down.
Nothing remains today.

An Aerial Composite of today and yesterday

Additional Info:
Photos of the Gardens and House Interior

Gladys's 1933 "toy" after her divorce
It was a family business

Posted by Bradford Caslon
Reactions:
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December 7, 1989

By JOAN COOK

Harland Bartholomew, the dean of comprehensive city planning in the United States, died Saturday at
his home in Clayton, Mo., a suburb of St. Louis. He was 100 years old.
Mr. Bartholomew, a consulting engineer, was appointed to Federal planning committees by three
Presidents, Herbert Hoover, Franklin D. Roosevelt and Dwight D. Eisenhower.
In 1941 President Roosevelt appointed Mr. Bartholomew to a committee to recommend a limited
system of national highways. He also helped plan the Metro subway system in Washington, and he
represented the Rockefeller interests in the restoration of historic Williamsburg, Va.
President Eisenhower appointed Mr. Bartholomew chairman of the National Capital Planning
Commission a position he held for seven years, A City Planner in Newark Mr. Bartholomew became
the nation's first full-time city planner in 1914, when he went to work for the city of Newark. Two years
later he went to St. Louis as a city engineer, and he later opened a consulting firm, Harland
Bartholomew & Associates, which now has its headquarters in Memphis. He retired in 1965. His firm
prepared comprehensive plans for more than 500 cities and counties, including Bal Horbour, Fla., St.
Croix, V.I., and Grand Bahama Island in the Bahamas. Mr. Bartholomew also prepared plans for the
reconstruction of the resort community of Bar Harbor, Me., after two-thirds of it was destroyed by a
forest fire in 1947.
His firm also assisted in the preparation of many zoning ordinances. including a statewide ordinance
for Hawaii.
He was an early advocate of slum clearance and city planning, and served on the national Slum
Clearance Advisory Committee. His ideas helped shape the Housing Act of 1937 and the Housing Act
of 1949.
Mr. Bartholomew was born in Stoneham, Mass., and received his civil engineering training at Rutgers
University. He taught civic design at the University of Illinois from 1918 to 1956.
Mr. Bartholomew, who was widowed three times, is survived by five stepchildren: George Ball of
Travers City, Mich., Barbara Cosden of Manhattan, Dorothy Friestedt of Washington and Georganne
Pollnow and R. F. Funston Jr., both of St. Louis. He is also survived by three grandchildren and seven
great-grandchildren.
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Tall prairie grass swaying in the wind and beds of lima beans
aren’t pictures the average student would paint of UCLA or
Westwood Village. Yet that is what today’s well-known images
of Royce Hall and Diddy Riese cookie wrappers emanate from.
Having been shaped and molded by a variety of political,
economic and social forces, both the campus and the Village started
off as the Rancho San JosÃ© de Buenos Ayres, a vast tract of
land spanning over 4,400 acres where black-tail deer once
grazed.
Since then, the demographic, geographical and social landscapes
have changed, but local historians and business owners say
pioneering developers have remained integral in shaping the
Westwood students associate with today.
Often criticized as lacking an identity, today’s Westwood
is a conglomeration of establishments ranging from the imposing
Oppenheimer Towers to popular student eatery U Dog to the iconic
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envisioned and guided under one defining principle: creating the
perfect college town.

“They knew that a university would bring culture and
vitality to an area that was populated by jack rabbits,” said
Steven Sann, owner of the 930 restaurant at the W Hotel in Westwood
and local historian.
The university, which was originally the Southern Branch of the
University of California, was first situated on Vermont Avenue and
began holding classes in 1919 before it grew too large and moved to
its current location in 1927.
The first to follow through on plans to develop Westwood were
Edwin and Harold Janss, two brothers who in the early 1920s bought
the land that now includes UCLA and Westwood.
The Jansses began grading streets and planning the town of
Westwood, a community that included a bowling alley and malt shop,
both of which served as escapes from the one library on the newly
constructed campus.
“They really designed a “˜town for the
gown,’” Sann said, adding that the Janss brothers
marketed the community with this slogan, which referred to a
centuries-old tradition of faculty donning gowns to class.
The brothers believed every building and store should serve the
needs and wants of the university population, Sann said, so even
the second floor of their headquarters, which today houses the
upscale restaurant Eurochow, was furnished and used as a
men’s dormitory.
One of the first businesses to come to Westwood that year was
Oakley’s, a family-owned barber shop that still operates
today under Larry Oakley.
Oakley tells the story of how his uncle Burt was cutting Harold
Janss’ hair one day in a shop on Vermont Avenue and Janss
gave him an offer he couldn’t refuse.
“He told Burt, “˜If you come out to Westwood and open
up a barber shop, we’ll give you six months free rent.’
… We’ve been here ever since,” Oakley said.
The Village also once boasted one of the world’s only
year-round outdoor ice skating rinks, called the Tropical Ice
Gardens, complete with a Swiss chalet and bleacher seating for
10,000.
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own ideas, ultimately helping to change the Village into what it is
today, an amalgam of sights and experiences.

One of the major trends to hit Westwood arrived on the heels of
the 1960s, when a developer named Manuel Borenstein played a
significant role in the Village.
“By the 1970s, the Village drifted and morphed into a
regional entertainment zone for Southern California. Manny
Borenstein strongly fueled this,” Sann said.
According to longtime residents, the 1950s and ’60s
witnessed the flourishing of foreign and independent films in
Westwood.
One of the first art houses in Los Angeles was the Landmark
Regent Theater, built in 1966 on Broxton Avenue, where a French
film by director Claude Lelouch played to a full house for 96
consecutive weeks.
Soon movie theaters began to open all over Westwood, and from
1965 to 1975 the number of theaters in the Village went from three
to 18. The increase also altered the type of movies that would come
to play on the big screen.
“Back then, people would stand in line forever. When
“˜The Godfather’ played, people were waiting in line for
hours. It was the dawning of street entertainment culture. …
There became this carnival atmosphere in Westwood,” Sann
said.
The constantly evolving nature of the Village has resulted in a
variety of developers touting distinctive ideas about how to better
the area. At one time, developer Larry Taylor said he would entice
high-end stores like Gucci, Versace and Armani to the area.
“He talked big and talked about several Rodeo Drives. That
was the way he sold his concept,” said Sandy Brown, president
of the Holmby-Westwood Property Association, a group of
single-family homeowners that is heavily involved in
Westwood’s developments.
Westwood’s current situation has attracted a wealth of
developers amid talk of a dwindling economic situation.
Many say the Village is often synonymous with empty storefronts,
a dismal parking situation and an overconcentration of
pharmacies.
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build a multiplex behind Jerry’s Famous Deli, and Alan
Casden, who is in the process of building Palazzo Westwood, a $100
million retail and residential complex, have now congregated in the
Village and talk about a new course of action.

“Westwood has evolved over the years. It went from being a
town built around the university to an entertainment center. Now it
has no identity,” said Howard Katz, vice president of
community development for Casden Properties.
While many developers agree revitalization is necessary, Katz
said his company will focus on supporting Westwood’s
permanent living population, as opposed to transient visitors.
“If you go to Westwood for lunch, it’s busy. If you
go there for dinner, it’s busy. But if you go any other time,
you don’t see many people. You have a community that’s
not served well by Village uses,” Katz said.
Currently, the development company has begun the first stage of
excavation on its Glendon Avenue lot, which is slated to take about
four to six months. Like many other developers before them, Casden
Properties has come to Westwood with grand plans to redirect and
redefine the area.
Local business owners and residents now say the changing
dynamics of the Village have become a constant, and as much as
developers have played their part, the area has also been a product
of the times.
“More than by the individual developers, Westwood has been
a sign of the times and the economy. … In general, people
developed a more casual style and fancier stores went out of
business,” Brown said.
Yet as a result of the Village’s close proximity to UCLA,
a business’ attention to the university population may be
vital to its functioning, something Oakley can attest to.
“Over 40 percent of our customers come from UCLA proper,
and I do the entire medical staff. We’ve done the deans of
the medical school and the law schools. We know what’s going
on,” Oakley said.
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KELLY MUSIC COMPANY, LOS ANGELES, CA

Gallery » Kelly Music Company, Los Angeles, CA

Kelly Music Company, Los
Angeles, CA
Architect & Engineer, August
1930

Arthur Letts was a Los Angeles entrepreneur who helped shape the 20th century
residential and commercial landscape of Southern California. Founder and
financial backer for several area department stores, he was keenly interested in
creative land use. In 1919 Letts purchased 3,300 acres of rough ranchland in
what is now the Westwood-Beverly Hills area. He planned a number of
innovative developments for the area—large residential estates; smaller homes
for an emerging middle class; clusters of low-density commercial businesses;
and the Los Angeles State Normal School campus. His death in 1923 did not
end these plans. Harold Janss (Letts’ son-in-law) and brother Edwin Janss
completed the development scheme. In March 1925, the University of California
Regents voted to move the Normal School, now officially a part of the University
of California system, to a 383-acre property on the site Letts had originally
proposed. On September 21, 1927 UCLA’s “Director Ernest Carroll Moore turned
the first shovelful of soil” for the campus. In newspaper photographs Harold and
Edwin were prominent among the “witnessing” dignitaries. (Marc Wanamaker.
W estw ood. 2010)
To support campus and student life around the school, Letts had planned a
unique commercial district—Westwood Village. To insure his vision of a district
with a unified aesthetic and high quality construction, the Janss Corporation
hired top American urban planners and architects to create a master plan.
Working with various Los Angeles County boards, the group drew up a plan of
action and street grid. All proposed buildings in the Village would conform to
Mediterranean Revival or Romanesque architectural style to compliment the
buildings under construction on the new UCLA campus. Restricted to two or
three stories in height, a prescribed color palette, red tile roofs, controlled
signage and underground utilities, Westwood Village would become one of the
first planned, mix-use districts in America. Many prominent Los Angeles
architects submitted designs to the Janss Company for commercial and
residential buildings including: Gordon Kaufmann, P.P. Lewis and Paul Revere
Williams. (L os A n geles Con servan cy. September/October, 1989)
In 1929 Paul Williams presented his design for a new branch of the popular Kelly
Music Company. Moving to the “Town made for the Gown” was a natural step
for the music store. (Sou th ern Californ ia Bu sin ess. March, 1930) With
stores in Los Angeles and Hollywood, Kelly Music specialized in selling musical
instruments, phonograph records, printed sheet music and the publication of
original music scores. By expanding to an area near the developing UCLA
campus, the company was following its young, affluent customers.
Built for $28,000 the new Kelly Music opened with great fanfare in March 1930.
“Motion picture stars will speak and song writers will broadcast their
compositions as part of the program” carried live by radio station KFWB. The
first customers lined up to enter the store via one of five tile and stucco ground
level archways. Graceful curved, wrought iron stairways took patrons to an open
second floor filled with display cases and listening stations. Large customdesigned hanging iron lamps, Turkish rugs, ornate tile work and “hand-carved”
furniture completed the Mediterranean feel. (L os A n geles Times. March 13,
1930) Kelly Music was a success.
In April 1930 the Janss Company celebrated the first-year anniversary of
Westwood Village with fire works, fiestas and birthday cake. After only one year
the district had grown to 55 businesses valued at nearly $2 million, an amazing
accomplishment during the Great Depression. An article in the L os A n geles
Even in g H erald (April 5, 1930) speculated on the reasons for the district’s
phenomenal success. With its modern, innovative blend of pedestrian and
automobile access, the newspaper announced Westwood was a development
whose time had come. In a modern, streamlined age Westwood Village was a
place “on the move” fueled by the enthusiasm of young people and Letts’
innovative land use ideas.
« Back
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Kelly Music Building, 1041-1043 South Westwood Boulevard.
View looking west from Westwood Boulevard.

Primary (east) façade, view looking west.

Primary entrance detail, primary (east) façade, view looking southwest.

Primary entrance doors, primary (east) façade, view looking southwest.

Primary entrance door detail, primary (east) façade, view looking west.

Façade detail, primary (east) façade, view looking west.

Second floor detail, primary (east) façade, view looking west.

Balcony detail, primary (east) façade, view looking west.

Rear (west) façade, view looking northeast.

South room, view looking south from north room at front of restaurant. From Tanino.com.

South room, view looking west. From Tanino.com.

Mezzanine and ceiling, south room, view looking west.

Staircase, south room.

North room, view looking west. From Tanino.com.

Ceiling and chandelier, north room.

Vault detail, north room.

HISTORICAL PHOTOS

Westwood Boulevard, circa 1930, view looking southwest. The Kelly Music Company Building is visible on the
right. Courtesy of the California State Library.

View looking southwest, circa 1930. Courtesy of the California State Library.

View looking west, circa 1930. From Architect & Engineer, August 1930; courtesy of the Paul R. Williams Project.

Interior of 1041 Westwood Boulevard as the Westwood Hills Federal Savings & Loan, circa 1936. From Geffen
Playhouse exhibit.
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Project Descriptions(s):
Case Number:

DIR-2002-5730-DI

Required Action(s):

DI-DIRECTOR OF PLANNING INTERPRETATION

Project Descriptions(s):

A DIRECTOR'S INTERPRETATION OF RESTAURANT, FAST FOOD ESTABLISHMENT AND OTHER FOOD SERVICE
ESTABLISHMENTS OF THE WESTWOOD VILLAGE SPECIFIC PLAN - ORDINANCE NO. 164,305.

Case Number:

ENV-2014-1458-EIR-SE-CE

Required Action(s):

SE-STATUTORY EXEMPTIONS
CE-CATEGORICAL EXEMPTION
EIR-ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT

Project Descriptions(s):

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT

Case Number:

ED-73-2653-01-86A-SP

Required Action(s):

SP-SPECIFIC PLAN (INCLUDING AMENDMENTS)

Project Descriptions(s):

Data Not Available

DATA NOT AVAILABLE
ORD-183497
ORD-176177
ORD-171492
ORD-171227
ORD-167137
ORD-165171
ORD-164305
ORD-164304
ORD-163205
ORD-163204
ORD-159787
ORD-152086
ORD-136347
ORD-129944
ORD-129279

This report is subject to the terms and conditions as set forth on the website. For more details, please refer to the terms and conditions at zimas.lacity.org
(*) - APN Area is provided "as is" from the Los Angeles County's Public Works, Flood Control, Benefit Assessment.
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Address: 1041 S WESTWOOD BLVD

Tract: TR 10600

Zoning: C4-2D-O

APN: 4363018015

Block: 5

General Plan: Community Commercial

PIN #: 132B149

Lot: 2
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